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PREFACE 

Though critics differ about the signif.ieance or :Edith Wharton's 

material, they are agreed that she is a consummate literary craftsman, a 

"disciple of form." This study of her .fiction is limited to one aspect 

of her literary virtuosity, her use of drama.tic irony to contribute to 

the form i n her fiction. 

Such a otudy presents a two-fold problem. In the first place, the 

writer must show how drama.tic irony can contribute to form; thus, he 

must involve himself in aest hetics, a study very difficult to document. 

In the second place, he must show that dramatic irony contributed to the 

form of Ed.1th Wharton's fiction. In order to deal \Ii.th this two-headed 

problem in a unified essay, I decided that the best approach would be to 

give a short explanation of my idea that dramatic iroizy can contribute 

to form and then to illustrate the explanation by giving specific 

examples from Mrs. Wharton's fiction. By ouch means, I "1ould support 

both ideas at the same time. 

Such an approach, however, raised another problem--the danger of 

monotoey of treatioont. I was unable to escape some monotony, but I 

believe the variety and narrative power of Mrs. Wharton's fiction, even 

in solution, will constitute a saving grace. 

I want to express llij1' warmest gratitude to Mr. Alton Juhl.in, for 

providing me with needed material not available in the college library; 

to Dr. Hans H. Andersen, for the discipline in thesis writing which he 

imposed in his course i n gradus.te studies; to Dr. Agnes Berrigan, for 
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her stimulating conversatio'.lls on iron~· and form; to Dr. D. Judson Mill:rurn, 

for acting as my second reader; am. especially to Dr. Cecil B. t-Jilli?..ms, 

my major adviser, whose guiding hands were always fir,21 r,1ithcJt\t being 

hea."7. 
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CHAPTER I 

DRAMATIC IRONY AS FOlti 

In Edith Wharton's The~ (1912), George Darrow-handsome, vain, 

sophisticated fiance or Anna Leath-sits in judgnient on Miss Sophy Viner, 

the beautiful and gay riancee of Anna Leath• s stepson, Owen. The reader 

senses that Darrow' s opinion will tip the scales one way or the other 

regarding Miss Viner ' s suitability for membership in the fine old family. 

Important as is the decision, though, i t is not the uppermost thing in 

the reader• s mind. Rather, the reader is ore sensitively aware of the 

faot that George Darrow himself has been the seducer of Miss Viner am, 

ore important., that neither Anna Leath nor Owen knows 1 t . At this 

point in the novel, the reader watches Anna and Owen with piercing 

interest, with a new-found knowledge of the importance of that meeting 

between Darrow and Miss Viner during that rainy crossing of the Channel, 

and or the importance of that Paris affair with its cabs, 1 ts plays, its 

hotel roo s . At the same time, the reader anticipates what is to happen, 

knowing that surely Darrow and Miss Viner will betray themselves to Anna 

and to Owen. 

rfuat the writ r is suggesting now, and what he will be suggesting 

i n this thesis, is that such an ironic situation as the one in lJ!2 ~ 

can contribute to the fonn of a novel or short story and that irony as 

form plays an appreciable part in the fiction of F.di th Wharton. 



r(;,lated ter:ms. And many critics accept the llristotelia.n concept of 

the structure of a plot: 

A whole is that wrtlch has a beginning, e, middle, e..nd an end. A begin
ning is that 'Which does not itself follow ru1ything hy oau.sal necessity, 
but after which so:ruetb..ing nat,urally i{l or comes to be. An end, on the 

· contrary,, is tb..ut which itself naturally follows zo:me other thing, 
either ~ 1,1ecessity, 01.' arc; a rule, bu.t b...as nothing f'ollow.i.ng it. J'i. 1 
middle 1s "Ghat which follows something as .some other thing follows it. 

The use o.f such phrases as "cau.'3o.1 necessity / 1 19 naturally .follows, 11 and 

11by :necessity or as a rule, 11 i.lldicates that the thread uniting the 

parts of the Aristotelian 11 Yholen or O structure" is a causal relationship 

Is it not possible, however, for sorriethlll[~ in addition to causaily-

related events to produce tlle i11terrela:tio:nalu.ps so vital to the 0 whole11 ? 

Is it not possible that irony, eit,her of situation or speech, might pro-

vide a u.nify.ing thread au1ong events? Clea.ni;h Brooks and Robert Perm 

Warren believe so. In a paragraph explaining t.heir use of' irmzy- as a 

Why huvo th0 editors lighted upon t,hio particular term'! •• -~~ f'elt the 
n!?.!.~ of ~ term which would ~ §knificance 4!! relation~ to the 
£5:?fu.J?lOteg Li.~~rar:l !!,~rm:rv .. t!!'~ and to the proceos or exploration which 
would a.ocoE!!,.odate action, and the like, as w-ell as to the order of ideas 
and attitudes involved in the work.2 

Irony, thon, <Jru1 be co11sidered not only as a tigure of speech, but also 

as a contributing element to s"l.~ructure or form. Brooks and Warren 

ls .. H. Butcher, tr., 11 Pootics, 11 by Aristotle,~~ Critics, An 
Anthology of' LiteraIT Criticism., ed. JalUes H,. Smith and Edd W. Parks 
(3rd ed., New York, 1951), p. 36 .. 

2Under!,3tnnding Fiction (lJev York., 1943), pp. xviii, xix. Italics 
mine. 
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A piece of fiction is a unity, in so tar as. the piece of fiction is 
successful. Its elements are ~ relatod that li! feel ~ expressive ,!!
ternenetra.tion amollf1 ~, ! set ·Of !;J..,,:~ i;~J,a.tionsh:ip~.. ... • • But the 
miity which the .fictional. structure possesses is of a very special kind. 
It iEi not the result of a purely genial conspiracy a:raong the constituent 
elements. The1·e is corlf'lict and tension present 1 and the structure il1-
voJ.ves almost as much ot vindictive onoasi·!;ion as 0£ congenial conspir
acy ..... In its most obvious fol"lU it /;'onflieiJ concerns a collision of 
interests in the e1::-ternal world.. In a somewhat :more subtle and sophis
ticated form conflict concerns a division of interests or obligatiom1 in 
the self. I.n an even more subtle and sophisticated form, it concerns 
the alignment of judg.tiWnts and sympathies on the part of the author-the 
problem of' his own self-di vision..... In other wo:rds the art.1st is sporting 
enough to put the best case possible f'or the opposition., But this is :not 
:mere spol'ts:mctl1ship. The artist~ r.aru.izes that$ if the opponen:t--Hvillain11 
or II idea.0--is a straw man, the eonfliet ,all lack interest...... irony is 
intended., on the one hand, t.o interinify ·the ~lfoations of the coufliet, 
and on the o"t11er, to raise the issue above the level of merely dogroati.c 
r111d pf'W'.'tisan vilificatio:n.3 

To :illustrate their bslief, they point ou,t the e:mphe.sis in conf'.lict, 

i.e~, the element providing the unity peculiar t.o fiction, th1;1,t, results 

Elizabethans; thGy point 

oi1t, the in'te:nsif'ieatio:n of the conflict by the ironic si tu.ation in !£.r 

Whom ~ Be11 Tolls ·which closes th.e book tr:1 th 1tthei distant figure of 

the young Fascic:rt. lieutenant (whom I:Ieminguay has p:reviously prer~e:rrted as 

G. G. Sedgewick, the dra.:t.iw. critic, express.es IDuch the same idea 

about the fll.!."lction of :troey: '*One use of irony is always ·the same: it 

points the c .. ignificance of the 51 tutJ1:c.ion, it brings the conflict of 

4Tu:ld. 



dra:rnatic forces into clearer vievp it heightt>US the sense t1f pity ru1d 

t,error. '* 5 

Insofar as structure is dependent upon coni"'liet :and insofar as 
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irony my coutribu.te to confiiet., iroey 111e,.y he said t,o · be str-acture., So 

Mr. Brooks and l'A'J:•., warren reason .. 

In ti,ddition., hot1ever, to ~mch o. concept of' irorqr 1:,1s co.~tributing to 

form by the heightening of' c01.u'lict., the present. m·:lter feels that irony 

may directly provide the set of interrelationships that is the l'k1.sio of 

form; for we have seen the.t a unity, a whole, constitutes form.. Let us 

return to the situation in The ~~ described above. The rehit,.ionship 

or the events is not trrn.t of cauae.tion: !Um.a Lea:th does not ask Darrow1 s 

help in deciding on Sophy Viner's suitability ~use Darrow hac seduced 

Sophy; nor is the ea.use of Anna Leath' s discover;J of his guilt the mere 

fa.et of his judging the girl. And yet there is: a relationship awong the 

events, an 11 interpenetr:?,tion11 that i'uses them into an organic whole. 

How does t,his fusing take place'] How are the i.'!'}.terrelationsb3.ps 

to be the one errJ.nently suitable for such a judgment, whereas because of 

the affair and the de.nger 01"' Sophy' s e,ontinued pre$e;uce, Darrow is not; 

Oman believes Sophy to he his, yet bees.use of the affair with Dru.'row, 

she is not; she still loves Darrow,. l'hit1 ia a erise of dramatic irk()ny as 

defined by G. G. Sedgew:ick: 

The spectator knows the facts, the people in the play do not. A 
character's actual situation. is one thing, his idea or interpratJJ.tion of 
it is anothar; the promise t,hings have for him is at variance with their 
outcome-they are not what they seeino6 



irony is limited to words or UC'.ts; hut s1uce the :nature of the novel 

att1 tudeo !Dal be 

we are made to recall previcn:u;; word2 and e.ct,o Mhich a.re .mocked °b"J the 

uords and acts r..yJ: thf·' pre~ent. 117 So, in the euse of ~ Iieeft the irony 

ironic sense drives the :mind f'o1-waro1 from ·the episode which is engaging 

. t . d • ... t· t ~ ., g i s 1rnroo in1.oc a \,en ion."" So, JJ-1 the case of The. ~, the :reader's 

knowledge of the affair in Paris coupled with the si tue.tion of drarra tie 

irony at Mrs .. Leath's estate, gives him the auticipti;tion of Dari·ow•s 

discovery and h0r and Oweu1 s. diedllu.sio:n.1J1ent, an ironic con'l:,rast 'Wit.h 

their false security in their lovesc 

just oeourred--the Darrow-Viner rel~tionship at the Leath estate. What 

is to come--the discovery of Darrowts guilt--is woven in with what bas 

already happened. Such weaving togethei~ is characteristic of for.ill 

because it contributes to the unity .. 

N 

'Ibid., p. 53. 
<:;, 
0 Ibid .. , p .. 50. 
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It is important here, while the nature and .t\mction or dramatic 

irony is being considered, to define the use of ttmook," s:L"lce it will be 

employed. from time to tim.e throughout the thesis .. · 1'Mookt1 as used by 

Sedgewick seems to have tvo meanings if we judge by the examples he gives 

0£ words and acts that 0 mookn others., First,_ he uses the verb when words 

and acts -actually iroit,ate other words and o.ots; 

Thus, when the Jew says., 11 ~inge I am a dog, beware ~ fangs/1 the spec
tator may hear a grim echo or ShyL,cl,t•s reviev of his borrover1s r1oour
tesiea.u :U, the temptation seens crf Othello, Iago reaches even his 
limit of daring by recall!ng B-raba.ntio* s · actual vorda;. "Sha did dee-eive 
her father marrying YOUe n9 

But Sedg~\t!'iek also uses t,he word to n.ariW too _ action . wh.ieh brings previous 

words and acts into ironical r&lationship 'Wit."1. later words and aetso 

And for a last example, the aeknO'l.fledgement that Ca.e-su•s spirit haa 
eonquered, thrice repeated!' recalls Cassius' sneer at 11 Irnmortal Caesar,tt 
and Brutus 1 original purp-oo€!i1 which has been .foiled:. uo" that ue then 
c9uld come by Caesar's spirit. 1110 . 

The vriter of this thesis will use the verb only in the latter sense: to 

name the action which brings previous w-ords and act%l into ironical rela-

tionsbip vi.th later words and acts. 

spond:s to the playgoer in Sedgmdok • s book, ·t,te are to.Id 

By virtue 0£ drama.tic irony, immediat...ely or generally felt., the mind o:t 
the spectator moves easily foruard aud backward.. It gives him that 
sonse of control which, I :b...ave said so ofteia, is the peculiar ple~aure 
or the st.age .11 . _ 

This sense of control, I suggest, is the result o:r the reader's per-

ception of a unity and a result or the orientation that comes from sueh a 

9lbid.» p. 5.3. 

lOn,i d., p. 54. 
11Ib:td., p. 55. 
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perception.. The same sense of: control rnay re2,1ilt f:rrnn ®, perception of 

the f onu or unit,y of e. nm"'ra·~ive by revealing the ironic relatio11Eihip 

t,Jharton' s work i:nd.ieates that ircn11-spec.ificall;r dramstie irocy--ean 

pl~.y an :tmr1ortant part in fo:rm ruld that gdith tJhart,on sometiroos 112.d 

The natural question is, then, how big a part d.t•araatic irony plays 

111 the form or structure of' Edith ltlha1"'tonh~ fiction.. The question be-

comes all the more fascinating since in her The !!ri:ting £!: E!.£~ (1925) 

she dwells far :more on such :mattero of teeh.nique as i:riaking begin.nings and 

ending:,t rul<l on the use of narratlou, dialogue, and description th,_-m she 

does on dramatic irony., However, Mrs,, w1:1.arton showed that she recognized 

and appreciated ths power of dr@.Jr.ut:lc- irony, eveu though she did not name 

1:t as such. 

'l'here are :msny -ways of' conveying ·this senso of the f.ootf'all of 
Destiny; and nothing shoHs the quru.i ty of the novelist,'~ iraaginatiou :more 
clea.rl;y- than the incidents he singles out to ilhmd.nate the cou:rrze of 
events a:n.d the im1er workings of hi~ people's souls. When Imogen, setting 
:forth to meet her adored Posthu.rmtn at Mil.ford i.-:i&ven, ask::, hi~ servant 
l?isanio (who has been ordered hy the je81.on:s Posthumus to nr11rder her on 
the way): 11 Hou w.any score of trl.les we ;,Jell ride ''twi:d oun fllld sun, 
MadruJ.J 's enough fo::r you, and too mucht too1 11 axcla.:i.rn.0 ~ 11 Why, one that 
rode t,o to execution, man, eould never go so sloi1--ll •••• when the swift, 
touch of genius darts such rays on ·the path to coma, ["en irony of 
o,nticipatiO!V one is almost tempted to exclaim: There is nothing L'"l 



mere fl si tuationn--tho who.le of 'liho m:nrelist is art lios in the par·iie:ulE".r 
WfJJ/ in wli..ich he brings the giva:n conjecture homo t.o the imaginitiont12 

What par·i did the use of drannt.i<J lrony play in the f'orm of Edith 

writer will 0xami.nG her short stories and novels and a:~tempt to sh.ot1 the 

prer1cnco of dra11.atic irony and the effect of dramatic :lrt)l)Y in unifying 

12:&iith Wnarton,. ,Ih2 ~ of l!!s,_'f4gf~ (Neu York, 1925), pp ... 161-
162~ 



CHAPTER II 

USE OF DRAMATIC IROia .IN SHORT STORIES 

Four of the seven stories appearing in Mrs. \1hartonis first collec

tion, lb! Greater Inclination., 1 contain dramatic irony used to reveal 

ironic relationships among events in order to fuse the events into an 

organic v.hole. 

In the first or these., t•4 Journey,H2 a woman is bringing her con

sumptive husband back erust after an unsueeeasf'ul sojourn in Colorado in 

the hope of etn•ing him.. One dayts trip away from home, the man dies in 

bis sleep in the Pullman; tho uif'e upon finding the body is struck by the 

horror of death; but a greater horrO't' is her fear 0£ having the death 

discovered and being put t;>ff the train in some strange place. So she 

pretends all day that her husband is merely more sick than usueJ.. The 

rea.der•s knowledge of events is thus superior to the knowledge that the 

other passengers have; the rssu.l t is that their words and actions become 

endowed with dramatic irony. For example., aft.er the porter has been told 

the lie, he bril\,.~ milk at in.term1s through th& day for the dead man to 

drink and continues to ask vhether the man should be got up. Another pas-

senger, a voman, asks to see the man tor purposes o£ diagnosis and offers 

suggestions ror nursing him. The wife is tortured terribly l::zy' her secret.. 

1 (Now York, 1899). 

2Ibid., pp. 27-45. 

9 
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La:ter in the day a fat 1nall det,ached himoelf .tro111 the mist of' faces. 
He had a creased stoBach and ~oft pale lips. ils he pressed himi:mlf into 
the soat £acing her she ni.::>ticed\ t,hat he wt1 dressed in black broadcloth 
vit.h a soiled white tie. 

uuusba.'1d's protty bad this morning, is he?tt 
t1Yes.1& 
11 Dear, dear! Uow that•s terribly distressing, ain•t. it?11 An 

apostol:i.c smile revealed his gold-filled teeth.. ".Q!: .Q.Q,!!!.:~~ you !9.1.~ 
there•s !!2 ~ :thing ~ sickness. Ain•·t ~. !JI:. lov;_elz ~1ought? ~ath 
_itself !§. ~ ! deloosion of ~ g;:_oSSf8: .22nses. 9!.!.'.z l,a;r yoursel;t open 
]2 the !B.flu.x .2f ~ srJerrti, ~~ ;z:o~elf ;eassi velz ~ the !£.!42!! 9l, 
~ divine force, and disease and diss.olut,ion ~ ·~ !& ~ l2!: 
zo1+,. lt: ;y;ou ,£9Uld indooce zo1Y" ,mtSOOI,lq ]2 read ~ J:,itt]J! R:,""1.mphleJt--113 

Tb.is speech mocks preceding events:. for example,. the reality of the hus-

band 1 s dea:th and the horrors the wife h®,s e1cperienced in con..nection with 

the death-for zyne., the persistent vlsio1:1 of her husbruld't:il dead face, a 

Thus precedin._~ events Zsre brought, into iroru.c relation:.::hip with. each other. 

At the same tiw.e, the readsr awaits in &'l irony of anticipation the fur-

ther horro1's which :m.ust come for the young wife; and they do eon1e, culmi-

no.ting in the woman's fainting just as the discovery is abou.t to be made 

at the l:'md of tl"J.e story. 

In nx11e Pelican,t'4 young Mrs .. Ju:rwot---widowed and forced to support 

a young 20;:1-goas about lee'l:,uring like a pelican: her l.eetures are simply 

regurgireted masses of' reference material on subjeets of the broadest 

nature. ShG has, though, a great deal of sucee.ss t.mt.il IZlhe loses part of 

her youthtw. beauty and the puhlie's taste in lectures changes to 0 influ-

ence11 studies. Then she appeals in the n.ame of her sou, Lancelot, who 

depends on heu, for hi~ college educ0.tion, to the na.rrator--a bona fide 

critic,. For the sake 0£ Lancelot., the man hel1)s her with letters of' 

-'Ibid., p. 40. Italics mine .. 

41bid., pp. 49-80. 
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reference and an outline for e Jii'.!oro :fashionable lecture, and thus rescues 

her. The adaptable Mrs. kl\yot. has renewed success; the narrator rno-ws 

to Europe for a decade, a11d. then returns to F.lorida, because of bis ill 

heal th. The scene of eentrQ.l dram.tie irony oeeUl"a when one o£ his 

Florida acquaintanees--unaware or the knowledge th{}) narrator and the 

reader have 0£ Mra., A::eyot--has a conversation with him. The narrator 

speaks first. 

11 0£ course I would like a tioket--b..:1t tor what'!'' l ventured to 
inquire. 

0 0h,, that•·s !?.2, good of you-.for the lecture this evening. You 
needn• t go,. you know; we 1 re none of t1S going; most of us have been through 
it already at Aiken and at St. Augustine and at Palm Baa.eh. l've given. 
awe:, m:, tie.kets to some new people who•ve just co.me from the North, and 
some of us are going to send our mids, ju:st to fill up the room. 11 

11.And :riey I ask to whom you are going to pay this delicate attention?" 
"Oh, I thought you knew-to poor Mrs. Amyot.. She•s been lecturing 

all o-ver the South this winter; she•s simply haunted me ever since I left 
New York-and we had six weeks 0£' her at Bar Harbor lru:it s.w:nraerl 0-.a.e 
has to take ticket.a, you know, because shets a widow and does it tor her 
son-to pay for bis education. Sbets so plucky and nice about it, and 
talks about him in such a touching unaf'f'ected way, that everybody is sorry 
for her, and we ~.11 sirnply ruin ourselves in tickets. I do hope that 
boy's nearly ed.u.aa.tedt" 

uMrs • .Arrqot? Mrs. Amyo.t?tt I repeated. u Is she stgl educating her 
son?0 · 

"Oh, do you know u.bout her? Has she been at it long? There's some 
comfort in that, for I suppose when the boy 1.s ~.· rovided for the poor thing 
-will be able to take a rest--and give us onetlll5 

This scene of drama.tic irony mooks the earlier ones in which people-

including the narrator-respond to the .appeal of x'ro. Amyot for her son. 

In an irony or anticipation, the reader awaits- the lecture-the neVE:ir

ending lecture of the pelican-and the diseo-.,ery of Mrs .. Amyot•s duplicity .. 

It co.mes when her son-a thirtyish, sue.ccssful businesswm--arrives on the 

scene, airs his views on his mother's continued duplicity, and hauls her 

away,. 

5:tb.id., p • . (;/:J. 
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free of ·the obligations placed upon her by conventions I and so she has 

run off witJ..J. Ci:u."W.@tt in the broad dr1ylight of public knowledge and dis-

approveJ., believing ·that such things do no·t mat.tar. When -·!;he news of 

her huEbantl' s successful Sllit for divorce coroos" she flaunts the :ldea of 

ll:iarriage to Gannett .. A.t'ter all, their love is recognized by God; why 

bow to convention just to make herself an honest woman when g:he already 

knows obs is? The tyo settle down fo'l: u i-thile at a hotel in Italy, 

register £is Mr. and Mrs. Ga:nnett, and gratefully tak0 their place in the 

socie.l microcosm of' the hotel. Then a.noth~r couple nrrives-a couple 

une,cceptB,ble to the hotel group for son1e unapparent breach of eonvention. 

tho matter of :net.rcO!llers wi·th Lydia-not knmving,. of course, that Lydia 

is guilty of: ii!, serious breach of' the a ode. 

Whatever else ·!;hey had at the Hotel Bellooguardo, they had, as Miss 
Pinsent said,. na certain tone •• ,,.. It 1 s s,r.> iwportant, n~r dear,. forming 1.:un 
we do a little family, that there should be some one to give the~; 
o-11ci. no one could do it better than Lady Susan-a.n earlts de.ughter and a 
porson oi~ such determination.. Dear Mrs. Ainger nw---who really o:wsht., 
you know, when Lady Susan's aw.y-a.'bsolutaly refuses to assert herself .. n 

Miss Pinseut sniffed derisively. 11A bishop's niecet--my dear, I saw her 
on-co actue.lly give in to Bome South .Arnarics.v,i,,-and hefore us 1,:,.ll. Sha 
g:a,ve up her seat at table to oblige them-such a lack of dignity! Lady 
Su.st'lJ:1 spoke to her very plalnly about it aftenrords •••• And Lady Susan 
is so diffieul t--so very difficul t--e.bout new people. One might 
almost s2.y tha:t, she disapproves of the:m betoreha.nd, on principle. And. 
yet she's hed warnfo.gs--she veey nearly made a dreadful mi.stake onee 
with the Duchess of Levens, ·who dyed her hair and-well, swore and 
smok~d. One would have thought that might have been a lesson to 
Lady SuseJ:1 •••• The:re are exceptions, of course. She took· s:t once t,o 
you and Mr. Gannett,-it ws quite re:rr-Jarkable., really. Oh, I don't mean 
that ei·l;her-ot course not! It was perfectly ni--:i.tursl-we aJ.1 thought y-ou 
so charming and in·teresting f'l•oni the f'irst day--Wi.ll k,"le\1 1!1,t once that 
Mr. Gam1ett \.las i:r1telleetual, by the 1t,agezL"le!Z! you took in; but you know 

6Ibid., pp. S5-128. 
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vhat I mean. Lady Susan is so very--woll, I won•t so.y prejudiced as 
Mrs. Ainger does-but so prepared J!21 to like nev ople, that her 
taking to you in that way was a surprise to us all,. I confess. 117 

This scene mocks the preceding one~ in which Lydia has thrown the 

conventions to the winds; conventions cannot be disregarded and evaded-

even vhen one is an erican hiding fro them in Europe. Because the 

stay at the hotel has been pleasant and because Gannett i s the type of 

man who needs social stimulation before he can 'Write, the reader waits 

ir1 an irony of anticipation for Lydia ' s surrender to conventions-

specifically :marriage. dafter she makes an abortive attempt to leave 

Gannett rather than surrender, she does so--an outcome that she certainly 

had not expected. 

As "A Cup 0£ Cold Uater"8 opens, it is Woburn•s last night in New 

York: he is going to flee the city on the morroy. It is a. ease of his 

having vanted more than his finances vould allov. ong his desires, 

the chief has bean Miss Talcott, a beautiful. society girl whom he has 

known that he could not win permanently without a great deal of money. 

So Woburn has 11boITowed" 50,000 from his employers in order to specu-

late in Wall Street and has lost the money. With the examiners due on 

the orrov, Woburn has booked passage for London on a steamer. On im,.. 

pulse, thou h, he cannot face the lonelineis ~f his cabin, and after a 

last glimpse of Misa Talcott at a ball , he takes a hotel room. There he 

discovers a young woman about to co ·t suicide because she bas been 

deserted by the man vho won her avay from her husband. Woburn lends her 

his sailing money to send her back to a for gi ving husband., The scene of 

7Ibid. , pp. 102-104. 

8roid., pp. 183-226. 
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central drane.tie irony occurs as the grateful woman praises Woburn, 

i gnorant of the crime Woburn has committed and of the .fl i ght that he 

intends to make . 11 I never heard a voice like yours; it• s so strong and 

kind. You must be a very good man; you remind me of Jo.e; I'm sure youtve 

got just such a nature; and Joe is the best man I've ever seen. 119 Then 

the woman tells how Joe's honesty kept him from ta.king credit for pre

venting a railvay wreck when a helper had actually done it--even though 

the helper had died in the interval before the reward was offered. Then 

Ruby speaks again: 

"Wasn't it beautiful of him? Ain't he a real hero?" she said. 11 And 
I'm sure you'd behave just like him; you'd be just as gentle about little 
things, and you'd never move an inch about big on s . You ' d never do a 
mean action, but you1d be sorry for people who did; I can s it in your 
face; that• s why I trusted you right off. nlO 

Her praise mocks Woburn•s past . At the same time, the reader realizes 

in an iroey of anticipation that Wobum must give himself up to his em-

ployers because of the paradoxical truth about his character spoken by 

the girl, Ruby. his scene is Woburn' s cup of cold w.ter; the next day 

he gives himself up voluntarily. 

In Mrs. Wharton's second collection o.f short stories, Crucial 

Instances, seven tales appear. Of these seven dramatic irony appears as 

form in four : urhe Duchess at Prayer, u nThe Rembrandt," "The Moving 

Finger," and "The Recovery. n 

In uThe Duchess at Prayer,"11 a beautiful young Duchess reconciles 

herself to being married to a yell.ow, persimmon-like fellow by entertaining 

9lbid., p . 216. 

10 Ibid., pp. 21 219. 

llEdith Wharton, Crucial Instances (New York, 1901), pp. 1-32. 
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her lover, the Duk.e's cousin, under the guise o£ prayers and devotions; 

she uses a crypt as a place of concealment for her lover when there is 

danger of their being di scovered. The situation of central dramatic 

irony oecurs wen the Duke arrives unexpectedly at Easter time, to find 

his wife dressed in a gown of shot silver and waring pearls draped over 

her bare shoulders; she has been entertaining her lover, who is hidden 

in the c t when the Duke approaches. As the meeting progresses, the 

reader realizes that the Duke believes his wife to have a lover and that 

the Duchess does not know of the Duke's suspicions. 

nA moment later the door opened and there stood the Duchess. She 
held her rosary in one band and had draw a scarf over her shoulders; but 
they shone through it like the moon in a mist, and her countenance spar
kled with beauty. 

"The Duke took her hand \.'i.th a bow. 1 ?1_.adam,' he said, '1 ~ h!Y2 
!!2 greater pleasure than~ to surprise you~ your devotions. 1 

· ~ own happiness, • she replied, •would have been greater had your 
excellency prolonged it by giving me notice of your arrival.• 

111 Had you expected me, Madam' said he., •your appearance could 
scarcely have been more fitted to the occasion., ~ la.dies g! your youth 
~ beauty array themselves to venerate!! saint fil! they~ welcome.! 
l over. ' 

n,sir,• she answered, ' having never enjoyed the latter opportunity , 
I am constrained to make the most of the former.-What 1 s that?' she cried, 
falling back, and the rosary dropped from her hand . 

'"There was a loud noise at the other end oft saloon., as of an ob
ject being dragged down the passage; and presently a dozen men vere seen 
hauling across the threshol the shrouded thing from. the cart. The Duke 
va.ved his hand tova.rd it. •That, t said he, '~, is !! tribute .!:,2 your 
extraordinary piety. .! !!m hes.rd~ t>f?Culiar satis.faction gf your de
votion 12. the blessed relics in~ chanel, !lli! to commemorate.!~ 
vhich neither th~ rigors .2f winter .!lQ! ~ sultriness of summer could 
abate 1 !!!Y! ordered .! sculptured i:ma~ of zoµ ••• !:g l2!, placed before ~ 
al tar .Q!!U: ~ entrance to ~ crypt. 

The Duke ' s double-edged language mocks the p-receding events: the 

beautiful friendship between the Duchess and .Ascanio., the Duke' s cousin; 

the t rmination of that .friendship; the sudden development o.f the Duchess' 

piety; her almost morbid secretiveness in prayer, with the maid Nencia 

12 Ibid., pp . 21-22. Italics mine. 
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posted as guard ag inst the chaplain, who is the Duke's spy. Because of 

this mockery, an irony of reminiscence occurs and provides inte1Telation-

ship of events-form. At the same time, a.s the Duke reveals the statue, 

his double-edged language m:>cks the tragic end the reader senses is to 

come to the lover: he uill be buried alive in the crypt. Irony of 

anticipation has woven in what is to come with 'What has happened. 

In "The Rembrandt, .. l3 a curator of an art museum places an exorbi

tant evaluation of $1, 000 upon a worthless imitation of a Rembrandt 

painting owned by an old lady in need of funds . The curator does so :for 

two reasons: to avoid shattering the illusions of trs. Fontage., the 

owner, and to get the price high enough that he may have an excuse for 

not buying the picture. At this point, Jefferson Rose, a young bank 

clerk in love loitb the curator' s charity-Illinded niece, approaches the 

curat at his club. 

"Miss Copt tells me you value it at a thousand dollars." 
There was no denying this, and I grunted a reluctant assent. 
"Of course,n he went on earnestly, "your valuation is based on the 

fact that the picture isn't signed-Mrs. Fontage explained that; and it 
~ make a difference, certainly. But the thing is-if the picture's 
really good-ought one to take advantage--? I .mean-one can see that Mrs. 
Fontage is in a tight place, and I wouldn 1 t for the world--n 

}11 astonished stare arrested him: 
1 You wouldn't-rt 
"I mean-you see, 1 t 1 s just this 11ay"; he coughed and blushed: "I 

can't give riore than a thousand dollars myself-it ' s as big a sum as I 
can manage to scrape together~but before I make the offer I want to be 
sure I ' m not standing in the wey of her getting more money.nl4 

And so, Jefferson talks on, not knowing his real situation, that the 

picture he thinks i s such a. bargain-the one he worries a.bout stealing 

at a thousand dollars--is a worthless one. 

13 Ibid. , pp. 12.3-149. 

14Ibid. , pp . 139-140. 
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Such a situation of dramatic irony mocks the preceding events: the 

cur tor's visit to Mrs. Fontage's apartment and his evaluation; his re-

fusal to btzy the picture for the museum on the grounds that Rembrandt had 

not signed it. Thus the ironical relationship of preceding events is 

made clear by an irony of reminiscence. At the same time, as the reader 

sees Jefferson Rose about to throw a.vay his money because of the currator•s 

action, an irony of anticipation weaves in the future: either Jefferson 

vill buy the picture- a worthless one made valuable to him by a false 

estimate, or the curator wst find a way to buy it-in spite of his 

earlier efforts to avoi d buying it, or Mrs. Fontage must be told the 

truth-an outcome certainly in ironic contrast to her personal evaluation 

of the picture. Any one of these endings vill be bound to the r st .of 

the story by an ironical relationship . As it happens, the curator feels 

obligated to buy the picture. 

After ten years or marriage to the artist Kenniston in rtThe Recov

e.ry,1115 Claudia Day Kenniston knows that her husband is not the great 

artist that many think him to be, among t hem Mrs. Davant-a rich young 

patroness-and Kenniston, himself'. The situation is perfect tor dramatic 

iroey. 

Mrs . Davant glanced reverenti ally about the studio. 11 I have always 
said," she murmured, 11 That they ,LKenniston' s paint~ ought to be seen 
in Europe. 11 

Mrs . Da.vant was young, credulous and emotionally extravagant: 'she 
reminded Claudia of her earlier self- the self t hat ten years be.fore, had 
first set an awe-struck foot on that very threshold. 

11 .l'ot for his sake,0 Mrs. Davant continued, "but for Europe' s." 
Claudia smiled.16 

l5Ib1d., pp. 65-96. 

l6Ibid., p. 73. 
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K nniston, too, feels that it is time to storm Europe,. and a£ter '1:rs. 

Davant departs, he pays her this compliment: "She has a tremendous feeling 

for art--the keenest I ever knew in a womn. nl7 

This spectacle of Mrs. Davant and Kenniston acting in ignorance of 

the real situation contrasts ironically vi.th earlier events and reveals 

the ironic relationship : there is the spectacle, early in the story, of 

people buying Kenniston's paintings eagerly; of articles being written to 

interpret the man and his work; the picture or the ;young Claudia. Day, her

self, being awe-struck at the possibility of meeting the artist. At the 

same time, " ••• for Europe's sakeu raises the irony of anticipation, be-

cause the reader senses that 1f he goes to Europe, Kenniston is to be un-

deceived at last-very much in ironic contrast 'With his present state of 

self-satisfaction, "his unperturbed air of finishing each picture as 

though he had dispatched a masterpiece to posterity. nl8 In this tale, as 

in the others, ironic relationship of events provides the be.si~ of form. 

In "The Moving Finger,nl9 ve meet Graney, who has the delusion that 

his dead wife's spirit somehow inhabits the portrait or her painted by the 

artist Claydon. In order to feel e.t home 'With the picture,_ Graney bas 

asked Claydon to age it from time to time so that the couple can grow old 

together. So strong is Grancy•s fixation that it seems to control his 

life. In the scene of central dramatic irony, the narrator visits Gr aney, 

vho has been desperately ill but who seems to be recovering. 

11Ah," ha said, "I'm an old man now and no mistake . I suppose we shall 
have to go b.alf-speed after this; but we shan' t need towing just yetl" 

17Ibid., p . 77. 

18 Ibid., p . 73. 

19Ibid., pp. 153-178. 
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The plural pronoun struck me, and involuntarily I looked up at Mrs .. 
Grancy•s portrait . I t was the face or a woman !!h2 knows ~ .h!!: ~ 
~ is dying. v heart stood still at the thought of what Claydon had 
done . 

Graney had followed '!113' glance. "Yes, it's changed her,u he said 
quietly. "For months, you knov, it was touch and go with me-- we had a 
long fight of it, and it was worse for her than for me." After a pause 
he added: "Cla.ydon has been very kind; he ' s so busy nmvadays that I 
seldom see him, but when I sent £or him the other day he came at once.n20 

Grancy's reference to Claydon•s kindness mocks the earlier events--

for Claydon has capitalized on the delusion in o er to age and kill 

Graney; the situation mocks earlier events, when Claydon first painted 

the portrait by commission of Graney and .fell in love with the wife; 

Yhen the little group met intimately on veekends at Gra.ncy ' s country 

place .. By an irony of anticipation, the reader knows that Graney is to 

die--very much in ironic contrast with Grancy's optimism in the scene. 

The events of the story are ironically related. 

In her next collection of short stori es, ~ Descent of Man. four 

out of a total of eight stories have dramatic irony for form.: "The 

Descent or Man," nThe Other Two, 0 "The Reckoning," and "Expiation. 1 

In "The Descent of Man, 1121 we watch a noted entomologist plan to 

satirize both pseudo-scientific writing that 11provesn faith and the public 

for such t.Jriting by doing a book that so heaps "platitude on platitude, 

faJ.laey on fallacy, false analogy on .false analogy, 1122 that even the 

ignorant public vould sense the satire and laugh at the prophets ot 

pseudo-seience--a book that would be "the trumpet-blast bringing down the 

20Ibid. , p . 171. 

21mith Wharton, !!!.! Descent of~, .fil!! other Stories (New York, 
1904) I pp. 1-.34. 

22Ibid. , p . 7. 



walls of ignorance, or at least the little stone striking the giant 

between the eyes.n23 
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The scene of central dramatic irony, however, mocks this undertaking. 

The book is v.ritten and sent to the publisher Harviss, who as a college 

friend knew and understood Linyard•s rebellious and unorthodox ideas. 

tinyard has come for a conference after Harviss has had t ime to read the 

book. 

He was boved i nto the office like a suecessi'ul novelist, and Harviss 
grasped him with both hands. 

"Well-do you mean to take it?" he asked \.Ji.th a lingering coquetry. 
"Talce it? Take it, my dear .fellov? It ' s 1n press already-you' ll 

excuse my not waiting to consult you? There will be no difficulty about 
terms, I assure you, and we had barely time to catch the autumn market. 
My dear Linyard, why didn ' t you .'!!ill. me?t His voice sank to a reproachful 
solemnity, and he pushed forward his ow arm-chair. 

The Professor dropped into it with a chuckle. 11 And miss the joy of 
letting you find out?" 

"Well-it ~ a j cy. u Harviss h ld out a box of his best cigars. 
"I don't know vben I ' ve had a bigger sensation. It was so deucedly un
expected--and, my dear fellow, you' ve brought it so exactly to the right 
shop.u 

n I'm glad to hear you say so, 11 sa.id the Professor modestly. 
Harviss laughed in rich appreciation. "I don't suppose you bad a 

d ubt of it; but of course I was quite unprepared. And it•s so extra
ordinarily out of your line--" 

The Professor took off his glasses and rubbed them Ti th a slow 
smile . · 

"'Would you have thought it so-at college?u 
Harviss stared. u At college?- ,Jliy, you were the most iconoclastic 

devil-" 
There was a perceptible pause. The professor restor~d his glasses 

and looked at his .fri end. uwell-?0 he said simply. 
rlWell-'l" echoed the other, still staring. tt.Ah-I see; you mean 

that's what explains it. Tb.e swing of' the pendulum, and so forth . Well 
I admit it's not an uncomon pheno~non. I've conformed myself', for 
exampl; most of our crowd have, I believe; but somehow I hadn't expected 
it of you.t' 

The close observer might have detected a faint sadness Ullder the 
o£ficial congratulation 0£ his tone: but the pro.fessor was too amazed 
to have an ear tor. such fine shades. 

"Expected it of me? Expected what of me?" he gasped . "What in 
hedven do you think this thing is?" And he struck his £1st on the manu
script which lay between them. 

23 8 Ibid.' p. • 
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Harviss had recovered his optir:ustic creases. He rested a benevo
lent eye on the document. 

"Why your apologia-your eoni'ession of faith, I should call it. 
You surely must have aeen which way you were going? You can•t have 
vritten i t in your sleep?" 

"Oh, no, I was wide awake enough," said the Professor faintly.24 

Not only does the misreading by Harv1ss mock the undertaking and 

thus bring about an irony of reminiscence and an ironical relationship 

. between the events, but the reader also senses through an irony of 

anticipation that the Professor i s to be misunderstood by al.l his readers 

and that he is to become--ironically enough--one of the very figures 

that he wished to satirize. 

In "The other Two, n25 Waythorn-a wealthy bachelor just past thirty-

five--marries .Alice Varick, a twice-divorced, utterly charming woman. 

And Waythorn is surprised to find himself boyishly thrilled at the pros-

peet of possessing completely such a woman. It i s true that she has 

been married to a eognac-a.nd-coi'fee-loving gastronome, Gus Varick; but 

all that is past--she belongs exclusively to Wayt.horn; she is Alice Way-

thorn now. The little scene of central drama.tic irony is a quiet, do-

mestic one-in keeping with the theme of the story. The couple are in 

the library, for after-dinner coffee. 

She set do'Wil the coffee-pot and reaching for the dec;..nter of cognac, 
measured off a liquer-glass and poured it into bis cup. 

Waythorn uttered a sudden exclamation. 
"What is the matter?" .s~1e se.id, startled. 
11 Nothing; only-I don't talce cognac in my coffee." 
n Oh, hov stupid of ma," she cried. 
Their ey-es met, and she blushed a. sudden agonised red.26 

Mrs . Waythorn' s unconscious bringing of this little bit of her union 

24 3 Ibid., pp . 11-1 . 

25roid., pp . 71-105. 

26 Ibid., p . 83 . 
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vith Varick to this .carriage mocks the expectations of 1aythorn; it 

stands in ironic contrast to the previous eting of Waythorn and Varick--

and so it draws t se events together vlth an ironical thread. At the 

same time, the little scene shows the reader ~ tlaythorn that ~s . 

Waythorn ' s previous marriages are an inseparable part of her life and 

this causes an irony of antic1pation--for Wayt.horn is to discover more 

fully in some way this truth, that he ean never be the sole proprietor 

of this woman. He does realize such, of course, and the story ends with 

Mrs . Wa.ythorn serving tea to all three men in Waythorn ' s library

certainly an ironic ending to her husband's illusi ons at the beginning 

of the story. 

Julia Westall in "The Reckoning»27 has been a rebel against the 

galling chains of marriage, but nou ie happily married to a man who pro-

claims the doctrine of fidelity to self rather than to marriage at 

Saturday afternoon gatherings at the Van Siderens' and who practices 

those doctrines by being quite obviously interested in Una, the daughter 

of the Van Siderens'. The scene or dramatic irony is a situation revealed 

in a. nashback to the years of Julia's first marriage, in which Julia 

propounds and acts the same doctrines of freedom from conventional re

straints of marria0 e, unconscious of the fa.ct that her revolt will come 

home to her in the form of ror husbarrd ' s acting on her principles. 

Ir m rriao-e was the slow life-long acquittal of a debt contracted in 
ignorance, then marri age was a crime against human nature . She , for one, 
would have no share in ni.aintaining the pretence that a man and ... woman, 
forced into the narrowest o.r personal relations, mus~ remain there till 
the end, though they may have outgrown t he span o£ each other' s natures 
as the ture tree outgrows the iron brace about the sapling. 

It 'W'8.S in the first heat of her moral indignation t hat she had ~t 
Cl ment 'Westall. She had seen at once that he was "interested, " and had 

27Ibid., pp. 201-239. 
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fought o.ff the discovery, dreading any influence that should draw her 
back into the bondage or conventional relations . To ward off the peril 
she had, with an almost crude preeipitancy, revealed her opinions to him. 
To her surprise, she found that he shared them. She was attr·aeted by 
the frankness of a suitor who, while pressing his suit, e..dmitted that he 
did not believe in marriage •••• People grew at varying rates, and the 
yoke that was an easy fit for the one might soon become galling to the 
other. That was what divorce was for : the readjustment o.f personal rela
t i ons • ••• There would be no further need of the ignoble concessions and 
connivances, the perpetual sacrifice of personal delicacy and oral pride, 
by means of which imperfect marriages were now held together •••• The only 
necessary condition to a harmonious marriag$ was a frank recognition of 
this truth, and a solemn agreement between the contracting parties to 
keep faith with themselves, and not live together for a moment after 
co leto accord had ceased to exist between the The new adultery was 
unfaithfulness to selr.28 

This spectacle of Julia acting in ignorance of what is to befall 

her causes an irony of reminiscence over events told earlier in the 

story: the flashback mocks her growing conventionality tot-1ard ma.i.""Tiage; 

it mocks Clement's continued proclamation of fidelity to self at the Van 

Sideren gatherings; it mocks Julia's irritation at young Una Van Sideren•s 

eager espousal of such dogma; it mocks Julia•s jealousy of her. husband's 

attentions to Una; it mocks Julia's sense of security in her husband ' s 

love. At the same time, an irony of anticipation occurs when the read r 

senses from a flashback that Julia Westall is going to loee her happiness 

by means of the very thing tha.t gave it to her-her doctrine or fidelity 

to self. As is expected, Clement Westall claims the freedom guaranteed 

by their agreement before their marriage and leaves Julia for Una. 

Again, the ironic relati onship of events, revealed through dramatic 

irony, is the basis of form in the fiction of F.dith Wharton. 

In flExpiation,"29 Paula Fetherel, a discontented young wife who feels 

that her husband has stifled her emotional life, has written an indictment 

28rni d., pp. 175-177. 

29Ibid. , pp. 201-239. 
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of rriage and society in her first novel , ~~Loose. She dreads 

the review, sure that her book is going to be denounced; she is per-

turbed by her husband ' s interest in the book and the r eviews, but she 

feels secure in the denseness of her husband' s mind; she dreads es-

pecially the reaction of her uncle, Bishop o.f Ossining, who is also an 

unsuccessful novelist because--as he says--hi s novel s have not been 

denounced. 

These events are mocked by an irony of reminiscence in the scene of 

central dramati c irony. Paula ' s worst .fears seem about to come true as 

her husband~unconscioua of the book ' s theme and of Paula ' s fears~comes 

in to read the first review in the presence of the Bishop. 

"Her , listen to this , ladies and gentleman: ' In this age of festering 
pessimism and decadent depravity, i t is no surprise t o the nauseated. re
viever to open one more volume saturated with the feti d emanations of 
the sewer-' " 

Fetherel, who was not i the habi t of reading aloud, paused with a 
gasp, and the Bishop glanced sharply at his niece, who kept her gaze 
f ixed on the tea-cup she had not yet succeeded in trans£erring to his 
hand. 

" ' Of the sewer, ' n her husband resumed; " ' but his wonder is propor
t i onately great when he lights on a novel as m.reetly inoffensive as 
Paula Fetherel ' s 'Fast and Loose. 1 Ml:'s . Fetherel is, we believe, a new 
hand at f i ction, and her work r eveals frequent traces of inexperience; 
but these are more tba.n atoned for by her pure fresh view of life and 
her altogether unfashi onable regard for the r eader ' s mor al susceptibili t ies . 
Let no one be i nduced by its distinctly misleading t i tle to forego the en
joyment of this pleasant pi cture of domestic life, wldch, in spite of a 
total lack of force in character-drawing and of consecutiveness of incident, 
may be described as a disti nctly pretty story. 1 11 30 

Not only does this little cene bring preceding events int o i r onic 

relationshi p wi th ea.ch other., but an irony or anticipation leads the 

reader to sense that the book i s not to have a good sale until it is de-

nouneed, if ever-the very thing Paula dreaded most. The book~ have 

3 Ibid. I pp. 220-221. 



a good sale, though-after Paula has arranged to trade her uncle his 

much-wanted chantry window (the .Expie.tion")- for his denunciation. 
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Only tvo of the seven s t ories in~ Hermit and !h2 !!lli Woman make 

use of dramatic irony to contri bute to form. 

The first of these is 11 In Trust. 11 31 Paul Ambrose , a consumptive 

young dilettante, has visionary plans to found an American Acadenv of Art 

in order to restore "The sense of beauty to those unhappy millions of 

our fellow-countrymen who, as Ambrose movingly pointed out, now live and 

die in surroundings o£ unpercei ved and unmitigat ed ugliness.n32 But 

Paul Ambr ose cannot force himsel.f to let go of the necessary money; he 

postpones actually starting the thing f r om time to time; finally he 

meets a beauti ful young American woman while he is in Paris studying art 

and marries her. The girl professes to be vast ly interest ed in Paul ' s 

philanthropic ent erprise, and she manifests her i nterest by buying new 

draperies for the drawing room, by i mproving the quality of Ambrose ' s 

cigars, by having huge dinners for a set of people whose stock in con.

versation is Wall Street and sporting events , and by a flight to Europe 

the first summer after their marriage. Ambrose dies in Italy the following 

winter, leaving his enti re fortune to the 'Widow. Later, Ned Halidon, a 

young adventurer who always ardently seconded Paul ' s plan, meets and 

marries the widow, resolving that they together shall carry out Paul. 1 s 

pl an. 

The scene o_f central drama.tic irony occurs when the newly-married 

Halidon, not knowing the personality of his wile as the reader does, talks 

.31Ed1th Wharton, I!m Hermit ~ 1a! ~ Yoman (New York, 19~), 
pp . 97- 126. 

32 Ibid. , p. 97. 



of his wife's dedication to Paul' s plan for the acadenzy-. 

"My vife," He.lid.on continued, his eyes following mine, 11 llzy' wif'e 
.feels it too, even more strongly. You know a voma.n•s sensitiveness. 
There ' s nothing she vouldn1 t do for his memory-because-in other 

26 

ways ..... You understand," he added, lovering his tone as she drev nearer, 
"that as soon as the child is born we mean to go home for good, and take 
up his work-Paul's work. 11 33 

This scene brings into ironic contrast the earlier events which 

prove Mrs. Hal.1don•s lack of interest and her insensitiveness; it leads 

the reader forward to the ironic anticipation that Halidon, the eager 

one, vill be no more successful in putting the program into action than 

was his predecessor--which is what happens. Halidon becomes thickly 

prosperous, becomes conscience-stricken. and leaves the country, dying 

as a governor of one of our newly-acquired island groups. · Mrs. Halidon, 

meanwhile, continues living in the luxury to which she has become a.ccus-

tonied. 

In "The Potboiler, 11 .34 Stanwell is a starving young artist who has 

the ability to adapt his style to any taste and is potentially, therefore, 

a successful pot-boiler. Because of his love for Kate Arran, he does a 

pot-boiling portrait in the style of Mungold, the society painter (who 

really does the best he can, but who is limited in vision); with the 

money, Stanwell orders--unknown to any of the other characters--the 

unmarketable, inartistic allegorical group done by Caspar, Ka.te •s talent

less brother-all so that Caspar can regain bis ego strength and his 

health and thus be able to condemn those who prostitute their art. The 

scene of central dramatic irony occurs when Stanwell proposes to Kate, 

)3Ibid. , p. 113. 

34Ibid., pp. 195-237. 
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who turns him down because he has coru1>romised his talent, unaware that 

he has done so for her sale. 

'Ah, don't joke about it," she murmured. ttDon't triumph in it.n 
"I see no reason t-0 at present ,'1 said Stanwell drily. fl But I won't 

pretend to be ashamed when I'm not. I think there are occasions wen a 
man is justified in doing what I've done. 

She looked at him solemnly. "What· occasions?" 
"Why, when he wants money, hang it!" 
She drew a deep breath. "Money--money? Bas Caspar's example been 

nothing to you then?11 

"It hasn't proved to e that I must starve while Mlngold lives on 
truffles?" 

Again her face changed and she stirred, uneasily, and then rose to 
her-feet. 

"there's no occasion which can justify an artist's sacrificing his 
convictions!" she exclaimed.35 

This spectacle of Kate•s acting in ignorance of the real situation 

brings i;:1to ironic relationship the preceding events end leads the reader 

on to the anticipation of the end, when--ironically enough--Stanwell 

loses Kate to Mungold because of the thing that Stan-well had done to 

help her and her brother. 

Five of the ten stories appearing in Tales £f. 1:12!! ~ Ghosts have 

dramatic irony to reveal ironic relationship of events and thus con-

tribute to form. 

In the first of these, "The Bolted Door, 11 36 Rubert Granice, tired 

of life and sick at his failure as a playwright, decides to end his own 

life, not by suicide-because he cannot force himsell to do the actual 

deed-but rather by confessing to a murder that he had co tted some 

ten years before in order to inherit the money that would give him the 

leisure to write. His intentions are mo.!kea, however, by the ensuing 

events. A!'ter Granice con.fesses to his friend Robert Denver, who is a 

35 Ibid .. , p . 2.35. 

36Edith Wharton, Tales of Men ~ Ghosts {Nev York, 1910), pp. 1-70. 
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newspaper editor, Denver mnk:es this statement that shows his ignorance 

of the real situation: '" If somebody else had accused you, the story 

might have been worth looki ng into. As it is, a child could have in

vented it. It doesn't do much credit to your ingenuity. i tt.37 

Denver's words of drama.tic irony m.ock--by an irony of reminiscence--

the details of the ingenious , perfect murder; they mock Graniee•s re

solve to make a full confession of the affair; they ook Granice•s 

abortive attenpt at suicide. Thus irony unites the events. By an irony 

of anticipation, the reader senses that Granie-e, a murderer, will be 

unsuccessful in convincing people or his guilt. In fact , so unaucceasful 

is Granice that he ends up in a mental institution--a different sort of 

end from the merciful execution he had wanted at the beginning. 

"The Debt, n.38 the next story containing drama.tic irony as rorm, has 

a$ its subject the replacement of old scientific truths with nev ones . 

We knov from the beginning of the story that a theory or Galen Dredge's 
-

is to supplant the one of his patron., Professor Lan.fear.. The situation 

of central dramatic irony recurs when the Professor says, a.i'ter his 

theory has come under attack by some German scientists, 

n It I hadn.,t Galen I should feel the game was up, 11 he said to me 
once, 1n a fit of half-real, half-mocking despondency. "But he'll do 
what I haven ' t tine to d.o myself, and what my boy can' t do for m •0 

That meant that he vould answer the critics, and triumphantly 
reaffirm ~ear' s theory, which had been rudely shaken, but not 
dislodged. 

The Professor's blind confidence in his pupil , coupled vith the 

knmtledge the reader has of what Dredge is going to do, mocks preceding 

.37 Ibid. , p. 41 . 

38Ibid. , pp. 127-150. 

J9Ibid., p. 136. 
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events in the story, when Lan.fear talces the young man from East Lethe, 

New York, into the laboratory to learn all that the Professor has to 

offer; when the Professor finances further education in Germany £or 

Dredge-nearly ruining himself' financially in doing so. At the same 

time, the reader, stimulated by an irocy of anticipation, awaits Dredgets 

announcement of his own theory, which comes, of course-thereby repaying 

his debt by honestly seeki ng the truth, wherever it leads him. Again we 

see that the thread of irony unites events and gives them the "expressive 

interpenetration" that Brooks and warren feel is so important to .form. 

In "Full Circle, n40 we meet best-selling author Geoffrey Betton, 

whose latest book, "Abundan~e, " has already--be.fore its appearance--sold 

out the first edition of 150, 000 copies . Acting as though he is in 

living dread of the deluge ot fan mail that he expects, he hires a secre-

tary-an old college friend and unsuccessful writer, Duncan Vyse-to 

handle the unwanted correspondence. At first, the fiood comes, as pre-

dieted . Then it decreases to the point that the volume is negligible; 

the novel is not a success ._ Betton, saying to himself that Vyse needs 

the work, begins to write letters to himself. In the scene of central 

dramatic irony Vyse, unconscious of the discovery he has made, speaks to 

his employer. 

"Look here-I believe fil these letters a.re a hoax, " ho broke out. 
Betton stared at him with a face that turned slowly red and angry. 

t1 fu t are you talking about? All what letters?" 
"These I've spread out here: I•ve been co~aring them. And I be

lieve they're all written by one man." 
Betton' s redness turned to a purple that made his ruddy moustache 

seem pal.e. 1 What the devil are you. driving at?" he asked. 
"Well, just look at it, " Vyse pe:rsisted, still bent above the let

ters. "I've been studying them carefully-those that have come vithin 
the le.st two or three weeks-and there ' s a queer likeness in the writing 
of soma of them. The g's are all like cork-screws . And the BaDH3 

40 Ibid. , pp. 153-191. 
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phrases keep recurring-the Ann Arbor news-agent uses the same expressions 
as the President of the Girl' a College at Euphorbia, Maine . '' 

Betton laughed. "Aren' t the critics always groaning over the 
shrinkage of the national vocabulary? or course we all use the same ex
pressions." 

"Yes, said Vyse obstinately. 0 But how about using the same g•s?11 

Betton laughed again, but Vys,2 continued without heeding him: 
"Look here, Betton--could Strett Lthe vsJ.e,Y have written them?" 

8Strett?" Betton roared. 11 Strett?" He threw himself into his 
arm-chair to shake out his mirth at greate1" ease.41 

Betton's rage tells the reader-even though Vyse is still uncon-

scious of the author ' s pa.rt in the hoax,...-that the letters have been 

written for the sake of the author ' s vanity. The scene mocks the ones 

preceding in which Betton repeatedly expressed his disdain for fan mail; 

it mocks the one in which he decides to write the letters secretly (the 

secret is out); at the same time, the reader knows now that Betton can-

not continue to write the letters and that he is dependent upon the mail 

for the satisfact1on of his own ego. In an irony of anticipation, the 

reader senses that the letters must continue somehow--and they do . Vyse 

writes them, because he needs the work. At the end we see the spectacle 

of a man-Betton--dependent upon the fan mail that he so decried at the 

beginning of the story. 

In "The Legend, 1142 John Pellerin, a philosopher vhose greatness has 

become apparent after his disappearance and presumed death, reappears as 

John Yinterman. Pellerin--or Winterl!IUl, as all but one or the characters 

know him throughout the story--finds refuge on the estate of Howland Wade, 

the fatuous "interpreter" of Pellerinism. If' anything, the years of 

Pel.1-erin's self-imposed exile in the Far East have matured his wisdom. 

As a result, nwinterman" has hopes of publishing a sort of supplement to 

41Ibid. , pp . 176-177. 

42Ibid., pp. 195-240. 



his vork--in fact, he has the thing :rr1tten. At about t same time., 

rthur Bernald- a very perceptive student of Pellerinism-d.iscovers 
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11Winterman' s" secret by reading the supplement and se ing the t r emndous 

development that Pellerin• s original idea has undergone. The scene of 

central dram.tic irony comes ebout uhen Dr. Bob Wade-a ki ndly but naive 

brother of Hmrland•s--describes to Berna.ld the reading by Howland of the 

supplement to see whether the nmi1 work is worth publishing. The scene 

mocks the preceding events of Dr. Bob' s "discovery" of thi interesting 

man, Winterma.n; of Ho"1land 1s maneuvers to·put of'f the meeting with Win

terman; of Rowland ' s uhole minist ry as the apostle of Pellerinism; and 

of Bernald' s discovery itself'. Bernald speaks first . 

"Th~n Howland hasn' t seen Winterman yet ?" 
11 No. He said: ' Before you let him loose on me I ' ll go over the 

stuff, and see if it ' s at all worth while . 111 

Bernald drew a freer breath. "And he f ound it wasn' t?" 
"Between ourselves, he round it was of no account at all . Queer, 

isn•t it, when the ~ ••• but of course l i ter ature' s anot her proposition. 
Howland says it's one of the cases where an idea might seem original and 
strik . if one di dn' t happen to be able to trace its descent. And this 
is straight out of bosh-by Peller in •• Yes; Pellerin. It seems that 
everything in the article that isn' t pure nonsense is just Pellerinism. 
Howland thinks \Unterman !llllSt have been tren:ondously struck by Pellerin' s 
writings, and have l ived t oo much out of the Yorld to know that they' ve 
beco:ma the textbooks of moder n thought. othel"W'ise ., of course, he' d have 
taken more trouble to disguise his plagiarisms." 

"I see," Bernald mused. 11Yet, you say there~ an original ele
ment n 

"Yes; but unluckily i t ' s no good. " 
"I t ' s not--conceivably~ in 8.l!3' sense a development of Pellerin' s 

idea: a logi cal step farther?" 
11Logical? Hovland says it' s twaddle at white heat. 1143 

Not only are preceding events thus brought into i r onical relati on-

ship with one another~ but the reader also senses in an irony of antici-

pati on that 11Winterman" i s to go unrecognized through the rest 0£ t he 

story- and that is what happens; the disciples of Pellerinism do not 

know thei r prophet. 

4Jlbi d • ., p . 220. 



In "Afterward, 1144 Ned and Mary Boyne, Americans made wealthy 

through a mining venture, seek out an old Tudor house called ~gin 

Dorsetshire for their place of retirement. The hou.se has all the at-

tractions of an old glish country estate, except that of the tradi-
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tional ghost; lqng' s ghost is an· deterninate one-no one knows that he 

has seen it until long a.fterwai-d. But the Boynes move in and settle 

down to a placid, happy existence--except for the fact that Ned is visibly 

'Worried about a court suit against him by his former partner, Bob Elwell. 

In the suit, Elwell accuses led of defrauding him of his rightful share 

of the mine, a charge that seems to have some ground if judged by Ned' s 

worry. Then everything seen.a to clear up; the ouit is dropped, suddenly 

and JI(YSteriously. The situation 0£ central dramatic irony comes about 

when the reader knows that a visitor to Iivng is the avenging ghost of 

Elwell, unknown, of course, to ¥.iary; she is seeing the ghost of Lyng; 

true to the legend, she will not know him as such until "a.fterward. n 

She heard steps behind her, and turned, expecting to see th~ gardener 
accompanied by the engineer from Dorchester. But only one figure -was in 
sight, that of a youngish sli ghtly built man, who, for reasons she eould 
not on the spot have given, did not remotely resemble her notion of an 
authority on hot-house boilers . The new-comer, on seeing her, lifted his 
hat, and paused vith the air of a gentleman-perhaps a traveller--who 
wishes to make it known that his intrusion i s involunta.ry •••• after a 
moment she asked, in a tone responding to the courteous hesitation o.f 
his attitude: u1s t ere any one you uish to see?" 

"I came to see Mr. Boyne, " he answered. His intonation, rather 
than his accent, was faintly rican, and Mary, at the note, looked at 
him more closely. The brim of his soft f l t hat cast a shade on his 
face, which thus obscured, wore to er short-sighted gaze a look of 
seriousness, as of a person arriving 11 on bu.siness," and civilly but firmly 

· aware of · s rights. 
Past experience had made her equally jealous of her husband' s morning 

hours, and doubtful of his having given a.ey one the right to intrude on 
them. 

0 Have you an appoint nt uith ID¥ husband?u she asked. 
The visitor hesitated, as if unprepared for the question. 

44Ibid., pp. 323-373. 
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n 1 think he expects !!!, " he replied. 
It was Mary•a turn to hesitate. ttYou a e this is his time for vork: 

he never sees aIJY one in the morning. n 
He looked at her a moment without answring; then, as if accepting 

her decision, he began to move away. As he turned, Mary saw him pause 
and glance up at the peaceful house-front. Something in his air sug
gested \leariness and disappointment, the dejection of the traveller who 
has come from far off and whose hours are limited by the time-table. It 
occurred to her that if this vere the case her refusal might have made 
his errand vain, and a sense of compunction caused her to hasten after 
him. 

May I ask if you have come a l ong way?" 
He gave her the sane grave look. 0 !!§.-l ~ ~ ! long ~· n45 

This sight of Mary Boyne acting in ignorance of her situation ' 

causes an irony of reminiscence because it mocks the Boynes I early in.-

terest in getting a house with a ghost; it mocks the peaceful, secure 

life at Lyng with Mary' s flowers and Ned ' s book on the economic basis of 

culture; it mocks Ned's telling Mary that since the suit has been 

dropped, everything will be all right. An irony of anticipation leads 

the reader's mind forward to the time that Mary will--as the story of 

Lyng' s ghost goes--realize afterward that she bas seen the ghost of !Jng. 

Her recognition does come about-after Ned's disappearance (presumably 

taken by the ghost) the same day of the "vioitor'su arrival and after 

Mary sees a photograph of the late Bob Elwell and realizes that he vas 

the man who appeared at Lyng on that day that Elwell died. She has seen 

her ghost of Lyng, but not the sort of ghost she expected. 

In Xingu and other Stories, three stories out of eight contain dra-

ma.tic irony for form: "Xingu," "Triumph of Night," and 11Bunner Sisters." 

"Xingu1146 is the story of the Lunch Club, composed of a group of 

snobbish women n •• • who pursue Culture in bands, as though it were 

. 45 6-Ibid., pp. 34 347. Italics mine . · 

46Ea_1th Wharton, ~ ~ other Stories (liew York, 1916), pp. J-41. 
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dangerous to meet alone . 1147 These orthodox members have little use for 

bright-haired Fanny Roby \rlho admits that she "reads for the story. 1148 

In fact , Mrs. Roby seemingly bas so little respect for the finer things 

that she has never read a novel by Osric Dane--bast-selling voman novelist. 

She had started to read one while on a boating trip in South America., but 

the project was cut short when the novel was thrown over board i n a high-

spirited sham battle among the yachting guests . The scene of central 

dramatic irony occurs vhen the ladies of the Lunch Club find themselves 

at a tot al loss as to how to entertain Osric Dane., who is very contemptuous 

and disdainful of their feeble attempts at "cultural" conversation. Mrs . 

Roby comes to the rescue with t Xingu, a river in South America. Osric 

Dane•s tone of superiority disappears , and the Lunch Club members are 

able to take part in the conversation by f ollo dng the lead of Mrs. RGby. 

She speaks to the novelist. 

" ••• but as you have shO\l?l us that--so very naturally1-you don' t care to 
talk of your own things, we really can•t let you off f rom telliDg us 
exactly what you think about Xingu: especially," she added, with a still 
more persuasive smile, "as some people say that one of your last books 
was saturated wi th i t . 11 

I t was an it, then--the assurance sped like fire through the 
parched minds of the other members. In their eagerness to gain the 
least little clue to Xingu they almost forgot th joy of assisting at 
the discomfiture of Mrs. Dane. 

The latter reddened nervously under her ant onist•s challenge. 
"May I ask," she faltered out., to vhich of my books you refer?tt 

••• "That• s just what I vant you to tell us; because, though I was 
present., I didn't actually take part. 11 

"Present at what?" Mrs. Dane took her up •••• 
••• Mrs. Roby explained herself g ily: "At the discussion, of 

course. And we•re so dreadfully anxious to know just how it was t hat 
you wnt into the Xingu." 

••• "Ah-you say the Xingu., do you?" 
Mrs. Roby smiled undauntedly. 1 I t is a shade pedantic, isn' t it? 

Personally., I always drop the article; but I don' t know how the other 

47Ibid., p. 3 • 
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members feel about it •••• u Mrs. Roby after a bright glance about the 
group, went on: "They probably think, as I do that nothing really 
matters except the thing itself-except Xingu.n 
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••• Mrs. Ballinger gathered courage to say: "surely e-very one mu.st 
feel that about Xingu." 

Mrs. Plinth came to her support with a heavy murmur of assent, and 
Laura Glyde sighed out emotionally: "I have known cases were it has 
changed a whole life." 

"It has done me worlds of good," Mrs. Leveret interjected, seeming 
to herself to reioomber that she had either taken it or read it the win
ter before. 

"Of course, n Mrs. Roby ad."!rl.tted, "the difficulty is that one must 
give up so much time to it. It ' s very long. 11 

"I can't imagine,'1 said Mrs . Van Vluyck, "grudging the time given 
to such a subject. " 

"And deep in places, 0 Mrs . Roby pursued; (so then it was a book!) 
and it isn•t easy to skip." 

nr never skip, n said Mrs. Plinth dogmatically. 
uAh, it's dangerous to, in Xingu. Even at the start there are 

places where one can't. One must just va.de through. " 
11 I should hardly call it wading," said Mrs. Ballinger sarcastically. 
Mrs . Roby sent her a look of interest. "Ah-you always found it 

vent swimmingly?" 
Mrs. Ball:µiger hesitated. 11 0f course there are difficult passages, " 

she conceded.49 

This scene mocks previous events : The members' "knowledge" of 

fields, their ability to keep up 'With the ''book of the day, 11 their 

placing Mrs. Roby on probation, their elaborate preparation to entertain 

the novelist. At the same time, by e.n irony of anticipation, the reader 

awaits the interesting spectacle of' watching the Lunch Club members dis-

cover that they have been made to look foolish. Such an ironic rela-

tionship of events--a.gain revealed by the use of dramatic irony~provides 

the basis for form. 

In "The Triumph of Night, u50 George Faxon, private secretary to a 

forgetful society matron, arrives at . orthridge, New Hampshire, on a cold 

and snowy night, only to discover that his employer has not remembered 

49Ibid., pp . 21-23. 
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to meet him. He is rescued 1'rO!Tl th prosp ct of a freezing night in the 

station by young Frank Rainier, who has come to meet some friends arriving 

to celebrate his coming of age and to write his 'Will. The terrible thing 

is that young Frank suffers from tuberculosis in its final stages; but 

he is sure that he is better: the last of his doctors has told him that 

he can regai n his health -without changing to a warmer, drier climate. 

The party arrives safely nt the luxurious country estate belonging to 

Frank's Uncle John La.vington, fabulous financier, a.1--t connoisseur, and 

gu.ardia.n to Frank. Later, as Faxon is acting as witness to the will, he 

sees a sinister ghost-like image of Lavington standing next to Lavington 

himself; the presence glwers hate at Frank, while its double, Lavington, 

beams his love to the boy. Thus through the perception of Faxon, the 

reader understands the real situation while all the characters except 

Faxon act in ignorance of it: Lavington intends to let Frank die and to 

benefit .from the will; the other characters do not know it. Dramatic 

irony arises out of their words and acts that mock the real situation, and 

out of the doubl dged language used by Lavington. In the scene of 

central dramatic irony, the birthday celebration is 1n progress; the will 

has been executed. Mrs . Grishan, 1.1ho is one of the lav,yers and a friend 

or the family, speaks. 

"Lavington! What have we been thinki ng of? ~ haven•t drunk 
Frank's healtht" 

Mr. Lavington reseated h.iL1self. n!tV' dear boy? ••• eter s, another 
bottle •• •• " He turned to his nephew. "After~ §. sin .£!: omission 1 
don't presume ~ propose ~ toast 1:gyself--~ Frank knows ... Go ahead, 
Grisben!" 

The boy shone on his uncle. 11 No, no, Uncle Jackl Mr. Grisben 
won' t mind. obody but z.2!!-todayl" 

The butler was replenishing the glass s. He filled Mr. Lavington•s 
last, and Mr. Lavington put out his small hand to raise it •••• As he did 
so Faxon looked away. 

11W 11, then-!Y_ ~ good l!Y! wished you in~~ past years •••• 
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1 put it into !!!2 prayer~ the coming 2.!12! maz be healtl;Y ~ 1!!1mI 
~ ~-.• w_ !!ml, dear boy!n;I 

Such a scene of drama.tic irony brings into ironic contrast the pre-

ceding events: the story of how John Lavington has been the devoted 

guardian to his nephew; Lavington•s deep concern for the boy's health, as 

shown by his constantly seeking to find a doctor thet could holp .Frank 

(and the latest one-by advising against a change 0£ elilllate-ha.s done 

just what Lavington anted him to do for Frank); Lavington1 s treatment of 

the will as a mere formality, not a .functional legal inntrument; Frank' s 

naming his uncle a.a bene.ficiary--a.s a mere formality, of course. At the 

same time, the reader through an irony of anticipation-awaits ·what 

surely mast be the end of Frank Rainier and the consequent enrichment of 

hie bosom enell\V, John Lavington. Dramatic iroey has again provided the 

basis of form by making clear the ironic interrelationship of events. 

In Burmer Sisters,1152 the purchase of a cheap alarm clock by Ann 

Eliza Bunner provides a pretext for the sisters• acquaintance with the 

German clockmaker, Herman Ranw. Ranzy- is middle-aged and lonely; both of 

the Bunner sisters are middle-aged and lonely~even though they fill up 

their lives by running a little millinery shop. Ann Eliza, older and 

less attractive than Evelina, can't avoid dreaming that she and 8ruey' 

might someday be married. But after Evelina carries the clock to be re-

paired by the German, he seems to settle on the younger sister. Ann 

Eliza, believing that such ia the case, renounces any hopes, and channels 

her energies into making her sister happy. Raley proposes, all right, 

but to Ann Eliza- who is thrilled but who refuses him for the sake of 

511bid., pp. 266-267. Italics mine. 
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Evelina. Ramy adapts well to the ref'usal, pays serious court to 

Evelina, and all seems well uhen he proposes to her. But a further 

roadblock lies in the way of Evolina.1 s happiness: the couple hasn • t 

enough money to get to St. Louis, where Rarl\Y has the promise of a good 
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job. So Ann Eliza gives them her half' of the sisters• slender savings; 

the two marry and ove to St~ Louis, leaving Ann Elizabeth to the aahe 

of loneliness that only the one le.rt behind can feel. 

The situation of central dramatic irony occurs when Evelina-smug in 

her possession of the man and blind to tho sacrifices Ann Eliza has made 

to give him to her~writes this letter : 

"My dear Sister, 11 she wrote, in her pinched Spencerian hand, "it 
seems strange to be in this great City so far from home alone with him I 
have chosen for lif'e, but marriage has ii.s solemn duties vhich those who 
are not can never hope to understand, and happier perhaps for this reason, 
life for them has only sin.ple tasks and pleasures, but those who must 
take thought for others must be prepared to do their duty in whatever 

· station it has pleased the Almighty to call th Not that I have cause 
to complain, my dear Husband is all love and devotion, but being absent 
all day at his business how can I help but feel lonesom at times, as the 
poet says 1i is hard for they that love to live apart, and I often wonder, 
my dear Sister, how you are getting along alone in the store, may you 
never experience the feelings of solitude I have underwent since I came 
here. We are boarding now, but soon expect to find rooms and change 
our place of Residence, then I shall have all the care of a household to 
bear, but such is the fate of those who join their Lot with others, they 
cannot hope to escape from the burdens of Life, nor would I ask it, I 
would not live always, but while I live would always pray for strength to 
do my duty •••• I hope I should not repine , such never was my nature, and 
they who exchange their independence for the sveet name of Wife must be 
prepared to find all is not gold that glitters, nor I vould not expect 
like you to drift do'Wll the stream of Life unfettered and serene as a Sum.
mer cloud, such is not rrq fate, but come what may will always find in me 
a resigned and prayerful Spirit, and hoping this finds you as well as it 
leaves me, I remain, nu dear Sister 

This letter, replete with d 

0 Yours truly, 
11 Evelina B. Ra.JI\Y . ,,53 

irony because of the younger 

sister•s blindness to the sac.rifices made and the heartaches suffered by 

53Ibid. , pp. 386-387. 
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Ann Eliza tor Evelina's sake, mocks the preceding events of the story: all 

the ways that Ann Eliza II gave uptt to Evelina--the habitual saving for her 

of the largest piece of pie , the giving of the clock, the renunciation of 

her hopes of marriage, the giving of all the savings, the terrible l one

liness of Ann Eliza after the wedding. Thus a thread of irony runs 

through the preceding events and unites them. At the same time, the 

reader' s sense of irony anticipates further misery and unhappiness for the 

sister who is supposed to be as 0 untettered and free as a Su.mniar cloud. n 

In conclusion, or the forty- seven stories appearing in these four 

volumes, twenty-two contain dramatic irony used to contr ibute to form.54 

In these tales, Mrs . Wharton consis·t;ently uses at least one scene or 

dramatic irony to light up preceding events uith what she ealls na single 

retrospective :flashn55 and to convey at the same time what she calls 

1the footfall 0£ Destiny11 56 concerning future events. By such means, the 

ironic relati onshi p of events becomes clear, thus forming the basis of 

form. 

In the short stories, !frs. Wharton usually provides for the reader 

the superior knowledge of events so vital to dramatic irony by means of 

a literary fra e, or an actual scene, or some sort of supernatural element 

in the story. In u he Debt," for example, we get the lmowledge in the 

fraue that Dredge's theory has replaced the Lanfear theory; in the f'ol-

lowing flashback, we have a knowledge superior to the characters', so 

54fhe writer does not mean to suggest, however, t hat the other 
stori es do not contain irony and ironic situations; the differenc in 
them lies in the fact that Mrs . Wharton does not make use of dramatic 
irony in order to reveal ironic relationships among events. 

55wha.rton, Ia!. Writi.M .2! Fiction, o. 43. 

56Ibid. , p . 161. 
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that dramatic irony a.riaeso In 11Bwm.E>..r Sisters" the reader knm.m of the 

scene o:f Ann El.iza • s heart-rending renunciation ot Her.man ~; Evelin& 

does not know; so she acts in ignorsnee ot· 1.he real situation., writing to 

A..~ Eliza ·that an umnarr:l.ed woman can never know the joys and soncn.,s of 

love. And, in such stories as 11TriUtnph o£ Nigllttt and "Afterward," the 

appearance of ghosts gives the reader knooledge superi.or to that of the 

characters, thus ereating dramatic il"oey. 



CHAPTER III 

USE OF DRAMATIC IRO fi Ill THE MAJOR NOVELS 

The student 0£ Edith Wharton•s fiction sees her use of dramatic 

irony in a novel for the first time in The House of Mirth (1905), 

which is considered her first great success.1 

In this story, Lily Bart-a girl whose only accomplishments are 

her beauty and an embryo sensibility regarding spiritual values-is 

pursued as relentlessly by a materialistic soeiety as a Sophoclean hero 

by the gods. At the beginning of the novel , Lily seems to hold bright 

promise before her : she moves freely in the social circle composed of 

the second generation of the Civil War rich; she is beautiful and de-

sirable and has promise of making a marriage that vil1 restore the lost 

fortunes of her family. At the end of' the novel, however, Lily lies 

dead in a tawdry slum boarding h-ouse, the victim of her society and an 

1Literary History !1!_ ~ United States (New York, 1948) II, 
p. 1209. According to this source, Ia! House of Mirth is "Her first 
important novel •••• '' Frederick J. Hoffman, in I!!! Modern .Novel ,!a 
America, 1900..illQ (Chicago, 1941) , p . 13, apparently ranks the novel 
as her first important one when he sets its date, 1905, as the beginning 
of her principal novels; he sets 1920, the data of The Age .2f Innocence, 
as the other limit. Blake Nevius, in Edith WhartOll (Berkeley, 195.3), 
p. 54, reports that Mrs. Wharton felt the novel to be the first real 
test of her povers. .Etlmund Uson, in "Justice to Edith Wharton," ~ 
Republic, XCV (19.38), 2W, says, "It was only with ' The House of Mirth,' 
published in 1905, that Edith Wharton emerged as a historian of the 
American society of her time. For a period of fif'teen years or more , she 
produced. work of considerable interest both for its realism and its in
tensity.11 F. L. Pattee, in Ia! R.ED! American Literature, 1890-~ (Nev 
York, 1930), p. 252, ranks this novel second only to Iru! !f!!l of Innocence. 

4l 



overdose of sleeping potion. Between these two points, a pattern or 

action develops in which Lily falls successively lower and lower in 

her social milieu. 

It is precisely at these points in the pattern--at the brin.~s of 

the descents--that Edith Wharton makes use of dramatic irony. The irony 

reaul ts when Lily., acting in ignorance of her true situation, believes 

that she has power to cope successfully 'With the threats to her position--

when actually, as the reader knows, she is powerless. The pattern of 

the novel thus becomes one of successive threats, dr amatic ironies, and 

falls . 

To begin 'With, we know that Lily is not the adept with men that 

she thinks she is. At the beginning of the novel, she goes foolishly in 

daylight to the rooms of Lawrence Selden; caught by the shrewd Jewish 

owner of the building, Rosedale, as she leaves Selden•s rooms, she lies 

stupidly when she says that she has be~n to visit her dressmaker ; the 

l i e--a.s she e.f'ter11ard realizes-could start a scandal . Then she lets her 

quarry i n the marriage cbase--the rich and utterly stolid Percy Gryce~ 

escape when in a moment of weakness she drops him for the companionship 

of the charming but unwealthy Lawrence Selden. Moreover, we learn t hat 

she has previously let other rich marriages slip through her hands; yet, 

in spite of these lapses, she overestimates her own powers . 

And she bad no doubts as to the ext nt of her power •••• How should she 
have distrusted her powers? Her beauty itself vaa not the mere ephema1--al 
possession it might have been in the hands of inexperience: her skill 
in enhancing it, the care she took of it, the use she made of it, seemed 
to give it a kind of permanence. She f'elt she could trust it to carry 
her through to the end.2 

The f irst serious threat to Lily's position within her group and to 

2The House g! Mirth (Nev York, 1905), p. 49. 
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her hopes of a secure, rich marriage comes when Gus Trenor, a red-faced, 

beef-bull type of man, offers to rescue Lily from gambling debts and 

milliners' debts by giving her tips in the stock ket, by which Lily 

may increase the earnings or her smaJ.l inheritance. The fatal danger, 

of course, is that Lily will be betrayed into the scandal of an affair 

with Trenor; the reader knows from preceding foreshadowing and events 

that Lily does not handle men as skillfully as she thinks. Yet, when 

she and Trenor are alone in a buggy, she has the following thoughts, 

which are drama.tic irony because of Lily' s ignorance of her inability to 

cope with crises: 

Again she felt the lightening o.f her load, and with it the release 
of repressed activities . Her immediate worries conjured, it was easy 
to resolve that she would never again find herself in such straits, and 
as the need of econoDzy" and self-denial receded from her foreground .!tll! 
~ herself ready~~ !Bl other demand~ life nd.ght ~ . Even 
the imnediate one of letting Trenor, as they drove homeYard, lean a · 
little nearer and rest his hand reassuringly on hers, cost her only a 
momentary shiver of reluctance . It was part of the game to make him 
feel that her appeal had been an uncalculated impulse, provoked by the 
liking he inspired; ~ ~ reneved sense of pover .!!.! handling.!!!!!, 
while it consoled .rua: wounded vanity, helped~~ obscure the thought 
.2f the claim~ which lli manner hinted ... surely, ~ ~ clever girl , it 
would ~ rsy to ~ ~ El h!:! vanity, ~ !!2 keep the obligation .2!! 
1Y.& ~ -

At this point in the novel , the ironic spectacle of Lily ' s self-

assurance brings about an irony of reminiscence concerning Lily's previous 

fa i lures--failures when she was no less beautif'ul and no less confident 

than now. And i n an irony of anticipation, t he r eader waits for what 

seems to him must come,. the scandal about her and Trenor which will bl st 

her hopes. And, of course, the scandal comes . After investing several 

thousands of his good dollars in Miss Bart, Gus Trenor begins to express 

his desire for di vidends . Lily finds herself in his company at the opera. 

3Ibid., p. 85 . I talics mine. 
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Then, tricked by Trenor into believing that his wife, Judy, has come to 

town., Lily meets him alone, late a.t night, in his sprawling Nevt York 

mansion-and though she escapes with her chastity, Lawrence Selden sees 

her leave the house, and others of the set kncn that she went there. 

It is .from these ru.lns that her hopes rise, phoenix-like, uhen she 

receives an invitation from the promiscuous Bertha Dorset to go on 

a ~editerranean cruise. The cruise offers her a chance to escape New 

York for a while and to re-instate herself with the Dorsets, vho are 

an important part of Lily's set. But at the same time, Lily is aware 

that she is to be a di version for George Dorset while Bertha makes love 

with ed Silverton, a young poet; the role itself is indicative of the 

fall that Lily has experienced. What is uor se, there is the veey real 

danger of another scandal about Lily. The risk of the undertaking, 

though, is underestimated by Lily, who trusts as implicitly as ever in 

her powers of handling such situations. A.ft.er two months of the cruise, 

If she was faintly aware of fresh dif'fieulties ahead, she was sure 
of her ability to meet them: it was characteristic of her to feel that 
the only problems she could not solve were those with which she was 
familiar A 

The reader has seen this spectacle before; in an irony of reminiscence, 

he remembers her previously ungrounded confidence. In an irony of antici

pation-for the pattern has, by this time, become very apparent--the 

reader awaits LUy t s next descent. It comes when Bertha quite obviously 

spends a night in Nice with Ned Silverton and salv ges her marriage and 

reputation by accusing Lily in public of consorting 'With the dyspeptic 

George. 

Ase. result, Lily descends to the level of the social-climbing rich. 

4Ibid . , pp. 196-197. 
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Ignored completely by society and cut off 'With only a pittance in her 

rich aunt ' s will , she drifts into the position of social. adviser to Mrs. 

Mattie Gormer, who is just about ready to make-the assault on the citadel 

of New York society. But the reader and Lily sense that even this barely

visible toehold on her world is endangered when Bertha Dorset, still 

Lily's implacable foe, influences the Gormers against Lily. Falsely 

confident as ever that she. can meet the challenge a.nd recoup her for-

tunes, Lily decides that she vill snare the previously-despised s· 

Rosedale; rlth his money and her own charms she can--she believes---still 

win the game. 

But other memories importuned her also; the recollection of si lar 
situations, as skilfully led up to, but through some malice of' fortune, 
of her mm tmsteadiness of purpose, always failing of the intended 
result. Well, her purpose was steady enough now. She saw that the 
whole weary -work of rehabilitation must begin again, and against far 
greater odds, if Bertha Dorset should succeed in breaking up her friend
ship with the Gormers; and her longing for shelter and security was 
intensified by the passionate desire to triumph over Bertha, as only 
wealth and predominance could triumph over her. As the wife of Rosedale-
the Rosedale she felt it in her p0t.ter to ereate--she would at least 
present an invulnerable front to her enerqy.5 

But true to the pattern, Lily has overestimated her power s ; Rosedal.e, 

like the others that have slipped Llly•s tether, vill not rrBrry her in 

the position that she holds. And so, the reader anticipates the next 

fall awaiting Lily at a moment when she believes that she can prevent it. 

or course, Mrs. Dorset alienates the Gormers. Lily finds herself sinking 

lower and lower until by the aid of the notorious Carrie Fisher (who 

nevertheless has the privilege of Society) she is placed in a milliner 's 

fashionable shop as a hat trimmer. There, totally out of the world for 

which she was bred, she suffers so much humiliation and nervous exhaustion 

5Ibid., p . 253. 
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that she has to resort to Chloral, a dangerous sleeping potion. A:rter 

an accidental overdose, she dies. The struggle--in vhich Lily Bart has 

been victimized by society-is finished.6 

Within this general framevork of dramatic irony provided by the 

spectacle of Lily' s overesti?!lating her ow powers, Edith Wharton uses 

dramatic irony to point up a situation, to add emphasis and perspective 

to it. Such a .t'unction of pointing the significance of a situation 

can be consider d a part or form in Fdith Wharton' s works, since she 

defines form as '' ••• the order, in time and importance, in which the 

incidents of the narrative are grouped ••• n7 

For example, after she has realized the consequences of her rela

tionship with Trenor, Lily flies to the sheltering bosom of Gertie 

Farish, who-unknown to Lily-that very evening has known the anguish 

of seeing her hopes of winning Lawrence Selden extinguished by the dis

covery that Selden loves Lily. 

nOh, Gerty, the furi es •• • you know the noise of their wings--alone, 
at night, in the dark? ~ zou don' t~-~ is nothing !,2 ~ 
lli ~ dreadful ~ you-" 

The words, nashing back on Gerty's la.at hours, struck from her a 
faint derisive murmur,; but Lily, 1n the blaze or her own misery, was 
blinded to everything beside it.8 

And during the same trial, Lily-not knowing that Lawrence Selden, like 

the rest of New York, is convinced of her guilt in an affair Yi.th Trenor-

a-wits his aid and his c_oming to see her. 

6For opinion upporting this seemingly naturalistic view of the 
novel, see Blake Nevius, Edith Wharton: .:! ~ of lli!£ Fiction (Berkeley, 
195.3), pp. 56-58. Cf. Frederic Taber Cooper, ~ American Story Tellers 
(New York, 1911), p. 173: lfMrs. 1Jha.rton Il!lcy' or may not be conscious of it, 
but there is a great deal of predestination in the philosophy of her stories. 
Nearly all her heroes and heroines seem foreordained to failure.II 

7!!!2 Writing .2f Ficti on (New York, 1925) , pp. 22-2.3. 

8Tlle Huse of Mirth, p. 164. Italics mine. 
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"She felt herself one ore the ale.rt. and competent moulder of emergen-

c i es, and the remembrance of her power over Selden flushed her with 

sudden confidence.»9 Then, when the ~econd crisis in Lily's life is 

i mpending, after she has misinterpreted Bertha Dorset• s ominous insinu-

ations as 11 • •• the t r acked creature 1 s atteupt to cloud the medium through 

which it was fleei ng, 1110 and af'ter she still beli ves that her posit ion 

in the ruptur between the Dorsats is that of diator, not scapegoat, 

Lawrence Selden tries to warn her . 

"I stopped over to see you-- to beg of you t o leave the yacht. 11 

Tho eyes she turned on him showed a quick gleam of her former 
fear. 11To leave--? What do you mean? What has happened ?" 

"Nothing. But i f anything should w~ be in t he way of i t?" 
• • • "Nothing will , I am sure; but vhile there ' s even a doubt left, 

hO'w m you think 1 would leave Bertha?'*ll 

Finally, -when Lily has fallen from the heights and is on the point 

of complete ruin, she happens t o meet a young working woman, Net tie 

Struther, whom she had rescued--in a charitable and more pr osperous 

moment--from tuberculosi s and a bad reputation. The young woman is happily 

married., has a baby, and is completely :lgnorant of Lily' s plight. She 

has no idea of the contr ast betueen her words and the real situation: 

11 1 Work girls are n•t looked ai'ter the vay you are, and they don•t always 

know how t o look after t hemselves . 1 nl2 This is the i rony of the book., for 

Li ly has not known how to t ake care of her self, eit h r . Lat er in the 

conversati on, Netti e expresses--in vords that stand in i r onic contrast 

to t he real si tuation--her f ondest hopes for her baby daughter. 

9rbid. , p. 174. 

lOibid. , p. 208. 

llibi d.' pp. 214-215 . Italics mine. 

12Ibi d. , p . 315. 



nwould n•t it be too lovely for anything if she could grow up to be 

just like you? Of course I knov she never could-but mothers are always 

dreaming t e craziest things for their childrene 1113 

There remains a consideration of a kind of pervading dramatic irony 

in the novel . Throughout the s·tory, Lily, . unknown to either Selden r 

to Bertha Dorset, has in her possession love letters written by Bertha 

to Selden during a flirtationv These letters represent a real power on 

the part of Lily to control her fate; yet .Lawrence Selden remains to 

the end unconscious of the sacrifice that Lily makes for him by not using 

the letters. Viewed in this light, Seldents almost pharisaical avoidance 

of Lily during her hours of trial becomes endoved with dramatic irony: 

he abandons her to Gus Trenor; he leaves her to shift for herself when 

Bertha Dorset destroys her; he makes only a half-hearted attempt to help 

her escape the Gormer milieu-and makes that only at the insistence of 

his cousin, Gerty Farish; finally, when Lily has reached the end of her 

resources and is in Mada.me Regina1 s shop, Selden does absolutely nothing. 

Concomitantly,. Bertha Dorset--unaware that she. is reducing Lily to the 

very circumstances that might force her to use her real power~makes Lily 

the scapegoat in the Nice affair, persistently US$S her influence to bar 

Lily's re-entry into society, and systematically sets about to cut her off 

from any help that might come from the Gormer set. 

The result of the use of dramatic irony in~ House g! Mi.rt.h is 

that it provides the basic pattern for the plot; it serves to heighten 

the significance of events· por tant to the pattern; it serves to produce 

a general ironic relationship among events and thus to tie them together 

into the organic whole that is characteristic of form. 

lJibid. 
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Following '18.dame ~ Treymes (1907), a run-of'-the-mill novelette,14 

and Fruit of .!&2 ~ (1907) , a.n unsuccessful venture into the muck

raking novei,15 Fm.th Wharton produced~ Frome, a work ranked by 

Henry Seidel Canby as one of her three greatest.16 

In~ Frome, Fdith \1harton la.ys the groundwork for dramatic 

irony by giving the reader the necessary foreknowledge of the outcone 

in a literary· frame and then by telling the story in a long flashback. 

The result, of course , is that the reader has a knowledge of coming 

events that is superior to that of the characters' as their story unfolds 

in the flashback . 

At the beginning., for example, the reader learns that although 

Ethan Frame is one of the ttsmart ones," he has never escaped Starkfield; 

the reader learns that Ethan has surv"'lved a crippling smash-up some 

twenty-four years ago and that the 'Wreck occurred near the Varnum house, 

at the bend of the Corbury Road.17 

Accordingly, the situation in the first scene of the flashback is 

one of dramatic irony as Ethan and Mattie Silver stand near the Varnum 

~evius, F.dith Wharton : ! Study .2f !!fil: Fiction., pp . 131- 132. 

15Blake Mevius., "Ethan Frame and the Themes of Edith Wharton ' s 
Fiction,u ~ l!llgland Quarterly, XXIV (1951)., 200. 

16"Edith Wharton," Saturdax Reviev, XVI (August 21, 1937) , p. 7. 
er. George D. Snell, The Shapers of American Fiction, 1798-1947 (New York, 
1947), p. 165 : "In 1911 she publi shed Ethan Frome, which remains without 
doubt her best vork11 ; Osbert Burdett, 11 F.dith Wharton, " Contempora.r:,y 
American Authors , ed . J.C. Squire (Hew York, 1928), p. 165: " ••• 'Ethan 
From ' ••• is generally thought to be her best book'' • Harlan Hatcher, 
Creating the Modern .American Novel (New York, 19.35) , p. 91: Ethan Frome 
is tt ••• one of the few undisputed classics in the twentieth century"; and 
F. B. Millett, Contemporary American Authors (New York., 1949), p. 24: 
Ethan Frame 11 ••• is as surely a classic as any of her fiction." 

17Ethan Frome (New York, 1922), pp. 4-12. 
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house at the bend of the Corbury Road and talk of a sled-coasting party. 

Mattie speaks first . 

tt ed Hale and Ruth Varnum came just as near running into the big elm at 
the bottom. We vere all sure they were killed." Her shiver ran down 
hia arm. "Wouldn't it have been too awful? They're so happy!" 

"Oh, Ned ain't much at steering. I guess I can take you dow all 
right!" he said disdainfully •••• 

11 The elm~ dangerous, though. It ought to be cut d011I1, 11 she in
sist d. 

"Would you be afraid of it, with me?'* 
11 I told you I ain't the kind to be afraid," she tossed back, almost 

indifferently •••• 18 

'l'he reader, equipped with a knowledge superior to that of the characters', 

s_-., hem acting in ignorance of their situation and senses an ironic 

contrast between the situation as it appears to them and the situation as 

it appears to him. By an irony of anticipation, the reader awaits what 

he is sure will come, the \ll"eck. In this particular case, Edith Wharton 

is using dramatic irony to accomplish one of her ideals of form: " ••• the 

first page of the novel ought to contain the germ of the whole • • •• ,,19 

The result of such use of dramatic irony is that events are drawn to-

~ether into an organic whole. 

With the book thus started, all of Ethan's actions designed to lead 

to his escape become imbued with dramatic irODY. After the querulous 

Zeena. has set the conflict in motion "11th her announcement that Mattie 

must go, Ethan's sense of rebellion is f'ul l of dramatic irony because the 

reader knows it to be futile : 

Confused otions of re bell ion storned in him. He was too youn , 
too strong, too full of the sap of living, to submit ao easily to the 
destruction of his hopes . Must he vear out all his years at the side 
or a bitter querulous woman? other possibilities had been in him, possi
bilitie sacrificed, one by one, to Zeena 1 s narrow-mindedness and 
ignorance. And what good had come of it? She was a hundred times 

18 Ibid., pp. 50-51. 

19rhe Writing g! Fiction, p. 51. 
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bitterer· and i::1ore discontented than when he had married her. The one 
pleasure left her vas to i nflict pain on him. All the healthy instincts 
of self-defence rose up in him against such waste •.••• 20 

At this point, Ethan initiates a series 0£ acts to tree himself--all 

doomed to be futile, but he does not know this. He r e bers another 

man who had left hie vi£e and who had gone west t.dth his love--a man 

who had found happiness. Ile even goes so far as to W'l'ite a letter of 

farewell in which he expresses the hope to Zeena that 0 ••• both of us 

will do better separate.n21 He goes to the builder Andrew Hale, hopi ng 

to get enough payment on a debt for lumber so that he can go west vith 

Mattie. At this point, Mrs. 'Wharton emphasizes the situation with a 

touch of verbal dramatic irony. Mrs . Hale is talking to lithan, unaware 

of his plan to desert Zeena-- unaware, also, of how her words burn in 

the breast of Frome . 

Beaming maternally on Ethan, sho bent over to add : "I on' y just 
heard from Mr. Hale ' bout Zeena1 s going over to Bettsbri dge to see t hat 
new doctor. I 1m real sorry she ' s feeling so bad again! I hope he 
thinks he can do something for her? I don•t know anybody round here 1 s 
had more sickness than Zeena .. I alvays tell Mr. Hale I don't know what 
she1 d •a• done if she hadn 1 t ' a ' had you to look af'ter her •••• 1122 

Thwarted in this plan by not being able to see Ha.le, he returns apparently 

to resign himself' to Mattie ' s leaving without him. But vhen the two 

realize at the bend of the Corbury road that they cannot part, they 

believe--ignorant of the true situation~ that they can escape together 

in death. 

The spruces swathed them in blackness and silence. They might 
have been in their coffins underground . He said to himself: "Perhaps 

20.Ethan Frame, p. 142. 

21Ibid • ., p . J.44. 

22Ibid. , pp. 153-154. 
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Then, a fev minutes later, having reached the top of the coasting hill, 

they start down~with Ethan aiming the sled for the murderous elm at the 

bend of the Corbury road, believing erroneously--as the reader knows-

that escape through death lies ahead. 

Just as they started he heard the sorrel' s whinny again, and the 
familiar wistful call, and all the confused images it brought with it, 
went -with him down the first reach of the road. Half-way do"1Jl there was 
a sudden drop, then a rise , and after that another long delirious descent. 
As they took ving for this it seemed to him that they were flying indeed, 
flying up into the cloudy night, with Starkfield immeasurable below them, 
falling away like a speck in spaee •••• Then the big elm shot up ahead, lying 
in wait for them at the bend of the roaa, and he said between his teeth: 
"We can fetch it; I know we can fetch it-n24 

But they survive, and Ethan Frome wears "out all his years at the side 

of a bitter querulous woman," Mattie Silver, who is made so by the spinal 

injury she suffers in the wreck. 

In this exquisitely-wrought piece, the foreknowledge of the wreck· 

casts a brooding shadow over all the events of the story; from this 

shadow comes dramatic irony~the spectacle of the character Ethan Frome 

acting in ignorance of what i s to befall him; the dramatic irony reveals 

to the reader an ironie relationship among events--a relationship that 

fuses the incidents into one organic unity. 

In 1912, Hrs . Wharton produced The ~, another major novei.25 

23Ibid.,. p. 181. 

24Ib1d. , pp . 183-184. 

25c~therine Gilbertson, in "Mrs. Wharton," Century, CXIX (1929), 
114, believes The~ is Wharton's best novel. er. also Hoffman, I!!! 
Modern Novel E America, 1900-122.Q, p. ll: " ••• it is a brilliantly 
success!'ul novel in the Jamesian mode." Van vJyck Brooks, in I!!! 
Confident Years, l882-ill2. (Nev York, 1952), p. 299 , places I1!! ~ as 
one of Wharton I s two gopd novels before 1920. The other was ~ House 
.!?!: mnn. 
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As is the case in Ethan Frame, the author at the beginning of the story 

gives the reader knowledge of events that is superior to t he knowledge 

possessed by the protagonist-in this case, 1rs. Anna Leath, who is an 
,, 

ironical mixture of worldliness and naivete, of resoluteness of character 

and uncertainty, of searching sensitivity and blindness . In.stead, how-

ever, of ma.king use of the literary frame as in Ethan Frome, Yxs. ·Tb.arton 

dramatizes the information in tbe form or a long preliminary section of 

the novel; she lets us see the growth of the intimacy between Sophy Viner 

and George Darrow in their affair in springtime Paris. It is the know

ledge of this intimacy that is withheld from Anna Leath and her stepson, 

Owen Leath, who becomes Sophy• s fiance; their acting in ignorance of the 

liaison gives rise to the c ntral drams.tic irony in the novel. 

The novel opens with the accidental meeting of Darrow and Sophy on 

a rain-and-wind-swept pier as they await passage to France. At the moment, 

Darrov•s masculine vanity is tortured by the fact that Anna Leath has 

just telegraphed him, vi thout explanation, not to come to her; vi th the 

vindictive stubbornness of a small boy, he resolves to go on to Paris 

to .spite Mrs. Leath; at the same time, Sophy is leaving her impossible 

employer without her month's pay; besides being penniless, she has lost 

track of her trunk. So Darrow, conscious all the time of the girl's 

beauty-the flutter of a long eyelash on her cheek, a wanton curl be-' 

hind a soft, pink ear- becomes her Lord Protector. He invents pretexts 

for keeping the girl in Paris; he dazzles her with gay restaurants, with 

long drives, with classic tragedy, and with the great actress, Cardine. 

All the while he rationalizes the acts by saying th.at "the girl deserves 

something to relieve the drabness of her life; but always in his conscious

ness are his sense of her beauty and his hurt because of Anna Leath. So--
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after Darrow feels sure that Anna is not going to change her mind and 

send for him--the reader knows that his invitation to Sophy to spend 

another week in Paris is the beginning of an intimate adventure for him. 

Sophy, however, does not. 

For a moment he fancied she vas crying; but the next she was on her 
feet and had svept round on him a faee she must have turned away only to 
hide the first rush or her pleasure •••• 

"ls it true? Is it really true? Is it really going to heppen to 
me?" 

He felt like answering: "You're the very creature to whom it 'Was 
bound to happen"; but the words had a double sense that made him wince, 
and ins~ea.d he caught her proffered hands and stood looking at her across 
the length of her arms.... . 

He ended by giving her back a laugh as frank as her own, and declaring., 
as he dropped her hands: 11fil ~~~too-you' ll ~tn26 

This touch of drams.tic irony brings into ironic relationship events such 

as Darrow's departure .from the American Embassy-vi:th h destination 

being Anna Leath--and his acts of kindness to Sophy. In an irony of 

anticipation, the reader sees what lies ~ead for this girl barely out 

of her teens and this man approaching forty. At this point, the first 

movement of the book is finished. The stage is set for the central 

dramatic irony. 

From this point on, the spectacl of Anna Leath acting in ignorance 

of the situation flashes an ironic light ba.ckvard and forvard; the 

reader is keenly alive to the fact that the situation is not what it 

seems ,to Anna. Arter Dar;row has come to her at Givre in the fall of 

the yeax, Anna wonders about his reason for not ansvering her letter 

which explained her asking h to po tpone bis visit. She has learned 

th.at he was in Paris; but she does not dream how close she is to the 

truth of his infidelity when she says, "If I thought that at that 

26.rhe ~, pp. 71-72. Italics mine. 
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moment ••• when you were on your ll8Y here, almost-«27 Nor does she knov 

the extent to which Darrow is qualified to reply: "Yes, yes--I under

stand. 1128 

The next day, Darrow meets Sophy Viner again, in a new role: she 

i s the governess of Effie, .Anna•s little girl. 

11 I think ss Viner and I have met already- several years ago in 
London. 11 

11 1 remember, " said Sophy Viner , in the same clear voi ce. 
"How charming! Then we•re all friends ••• , .. said Mrs. Leath.29 

That afternoon, Anna Leath begins to ask Darrow for information about 

Sophy; she wants to be sure th.at Effie will be in good hands after she 

and Darrow sail for South America. As she proceeds, she is unaware that 

she is asking Darrow to answer questions that would ruin their lives. 

"I'd no idea you knew Miss Viner, 11 she said, as he helped her into 
her long coat. 

11 I t came back to me, luckily, that P d seen her two or three times 
in London, several years ago. She was secr etary, or something of the 
sort, in the background of a house where I used to dine •••• 11 

"Was she really? !.2!! ~ ~ ~ §:!! about ~]tll m! exactly 
!!2lt ~ struck you. I!!! !2 glad 1!! turns out ~ you lm.2!! !'.!2!:· 11 

"' Know• is r ather exaggerated: we used to pass each other on the 
stairs. " 

Madame de Chantelle and Owen appeared together as he spoke, and 
Anna, gathering up her wraps, said: 11 You•ll tell me about that, then. 
Try and remember everything you can.n.30 

And that evening, she presses Darrow again for information; by this time 

the reader knows that Anna is interested in Sophy, not only as governess, 

but as a prospective daughter-in-law. But she is unaware of the double 

meaning in her words that is apParent to the reader when she says,"~ 

27Ibid., P• ll4. 

28Ib!d. 

29Ibid. , p . 141. 

30Ibi d., pp. 142-143. Italics mine. 
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important~ naturally, 11 she explained, 11~ 1 should~~ §J:! 1 ~ 

about~ before ]; leave. 1131 And when Darrow continues to give evasive 

answers and vague generalizations, to the effect that Sophy is unice ., 11 

the reader watches Anna flirt 'With her .fate en she asks, itYou don't, 

at any rate, know anything specif'ic to the contrary?»32 And after 

Darrow assures her that he does not, she is unconscious of the ironic 

contr.ast between her words and the situation as it really is: nyou 

don't know how glad I am that your impression's on the Yhole so good. 

I particularly vanted you to like her. 1133 

And so Anna Leath is lulled into a sense of false security. Mrs. 

Wharton heightens the ironic contrast by first letting Sophy and Darrow 

meet and have a conversation that underlines the precariousness of the 

situation. Sophy, using double-edged language, hints at her engagement 

to CNen-about which Darrow is still in the dark. She has just refused 

Darrow's offer to help her get a start on the stage. 

Then she held out her hand. "Well, then, thank you.-and let me relieve 
your fears. I aha• n 1 t be Effie's governess much longer." 

At the announcement, Darrow tried to merge his look of relief into 
th expression of .friendly interest , i th which he grasped her hand. 
"You really do agree with me, then And you'll give me a cha.nee to talk 
things over with you?" 

She shook her head with a faint smile. "I'm not thinking of the 
stage. I 've had another offer: that's all . " 

The relief was hardly less great. After all, his personal responsi
bility ceased with her departure from Givre. 

"You•11 tell me about that, then-von•t you?" 
Her smile flickered up. "Oh, you' ll hear about it soon • • •• 1134 

At this point Owen walks up on them as they stand looking at ach other 

.)libid. , p . 156. Italics mine. 

32 Ibid., p . 159 • 

.3.3Ibid • 

.34Ibi d . • p . 174. 
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without speaking .. Then., 

Anna Leath., from the terrace., watched the return of the littl group. 
She looked down on them, as they advanced across the garden, from 

the serene height of her unassailable happiness. There they were, com
ing toward her in the mild morning light., her child., her step.son, her 
promised husband: the three beings who .filled her life. She smiled a 
little at the happy pi cture they presented, Effie' s gambols encircling 
it iu a moving frame within which the two n came slowly forward in 
the silence of friendly understanding. It see d part of the deep 
intimacy of the scene that they should not be talking to each other, and 
it did not till aftel'"W'ard strike her as odd that neither of them appar
ently felt it necessary to address a word to Sophy Viner.35 

The irony of the situation in t i1e n ... vel is m,.derlined in a scene of 

dramatic irony between Darrow and Owen"s grandmother., Ma.dame de Chantelle--

who objects strenuously to the Owen-Sopey match. Ma.dame de Chantelle, 

like Anna and Owen, is ignorant of the Paris affair. Madame de Chantelle 

speaks first. 

nAnd I ask you as a friend., I ask you as one of~' to tell me if 
you think a girl who has had to knock about the world in that kind of 
position, and at the orders of all kinds of people, is fitted to be 
Owen's wife •••• tell me frankly and fairly~and quite between ourselves-
your personal opinion of Miss Viner, since you've known her so mch 
longer than we have." 

He protested that, if he had knQ\.m her longer, he had known her 
much less well., and that he had already, on this point, convi nced Anna 
of his inability to pronounce an opinion. 

Madame de Chantelle drew a deep s i gh of intelligence. "Your opini on 
of Mrs. Murret is enough! I don't suppose you pretend to conceal ~? 
And heaven knows what other unspeakable people she's been mixed up 
with. 1136 

With the screw of the ironical situation thus turned to the tightest, 

the reader awaits in an irony of anticipation the discovery of Darrow's 

guilt and the ruin of Anna' s hopes that must come. Anna herself., while 

the grandmother is still opposing the marriage, utters words of dramatic 

irony that have a prophetic meaning to the reader : "I don ' t knCM, 11 she 

35Ibid • ., p . rn . 
.36 Ibid., pp. 189-190. 
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suddenly confessed; "but, somehow, if they're not happy I feel as if 

we shouldn' t be. 11 37 The discovery of Darrow's guilt does come--by very 

gradual means . Sophy, realizing that she still loves Darrow, cannot 

bring herself' to marry Owen and thus become the staP-daughter-in-law of 

the man she loves. When she tries to find a pretext for leaving Givre--

even after Madame de Chantelle has surrendered and the vay is open for 

the marriage-O!Jen1 s suspi ci ons, growing out of the silent looks he had 

seen Darrow and Sophy exchange, flare into the open. He believes that 

Darrov has von Sophy' s heart during his few days' stay at the chateau. 

The discovery is almost made; but Sophy Viner manages to effect a diver-

sion by giving as her excuse for leaving the harrowing inspections she 

had just been put through and by saying that she naturally desires to spend 

her time with her friends the Farlows while maki ng the preparations for 

the wedding. But Darrov betrays himself; his look of pain and gull t 

trays him when suddenly confronted with Anna's own joy at the explanation. 

Once the fact i s out that he and Sophy were together in Paris, he tries 

to explain his silence about the affair by saying that he had not wanted 

the Farlovs to know for fear of endangering Sophy•s chances of employment. 

The lie is a clumsy one, and Arma sees that there would be no point in such 

continued silence . And at this point, Anna believes that she has dis-

covered the secret; even this is dramati c irony, though, for she does not 

guess yet of the intimacy. 

That was his secret, then, their secret: he had met the girl i n 
Paris and helped her in her straits-lent her money, Anna vaguely con
jectured-and she had fallen in love vith him, and on meeting him again 
had been suddenly overmastered by her passion. Anna, dropping back into 
her sofa-corner, sat staring these facts in t he face.38 

.37Ibid., p . 214. 

J8Ibid ., pp . 278-279. 
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And then OYen enters, reassured by Sopby•s ruse, sure of Darrow's com-

pleta innocence: " ' Look here,• he cried, 'if Darroy wants to call me a 

damned ass too you're not to stop him1 1 u39 Anna is not completely un-

deceived about Darrow's guilt until , in a final scene with Sophy Viner, 

she learns the extent of the affair in Paris. 

Then, her passion for Darrow in conflict ,d.th her pride .and her 

responsibility to Owen, Anna struggles between renunciation and forgiveness 

of Darrow, vho is willing--apparently-to have it either way .. In the end, 

Anna surrenders. Sophy Viner--by renouncing Owen and departing into an 

insecure future--seems the strongest character.40 

In summary, the spectacle of Anna Leath and Owen acting in ignorance 

throws into ironic light the events in the first part of the novel: the 

meeting of Darrow and Sophy, t he innocent pleasure in Paris, the brief 

moment vhen Owen meets Darrow in the theatre (without seeing anything· of 

Sophy but her pink cloak), and the intimacy itself. The drrunatie irony 

fiasbes red warning lights of what is to come and provides an ironic 

relationship between such events as the planning of the Darrow-Leath 

marriage, the announcement of Sophy and Owen' s engagement, and the accept-

ance of Sophy by the very conservative J\'iadame de Chantelle. Drama.tic 

irony is the very stuff of which the plot is woven. 

In 1913, the year just preceding the horror of World War I , which 

39Ibid. , p . 280 . 

40cr. Frederic Taber Cooper, quoted in Robert Morss Lovett, Edith 
Wharton (New York, 1925) , p. 27: " ••• nobody does anything worthy of the 
situation." Sophy, at least, has t he strength of charact er to carry out 
her intended renunciatio~; Owen flees, Anna surrenders, and Darraw compla
cently awaits the issue. 
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was virtually to paralyze r creative powers,41 Edith Wharton finished 

~ Custom of the Country, a novel generally ranked as one of her finest .42 

Once again, as in the cases of la! House !2£. Mirth and~~, a 

woman becomes the main character of the story; but there is an i~ortant 

difference . Instead of a Lily Bart or an Anna Leath with vhom the reader 

can sympathize, the central figure in I.ill! Custom ,2.t ~ Countrz is a 

beauti.t'ul barbarian from the Middle West,. Undine Spragg, in whom 

Edmund Wilson sees the prototype of the "cocktail bitch" of later 

fiction.43 

At the beginning of the novel, Undine is a raw but enticing adven

turess in New York, not long divorced from Elmer Moffatt; at the end of 

the story she is the wife of the new millionaire, Elmer Moffatt ., in Paris; 

in betveen, she has married into the remai ns of the old Washington squar e 

elite in New York and she has married into the French aristocracy of the 

Faubou.rg St. Germain . The action of the novel thus consists of Undine' s 

coming full circle after conquering the castle keeps 1n New York and 

Paris . The pattern of the novel is thus of the same general sor t as that 

in ~ Rous• .2f. tlrth, except that the heroine J:,.as a series of ascents 

instead of descents . And just as Edith Wharton used dramatic irony to 

reveal the ironic relationship among the descents of Lily Bart, she uses 

dramatic irony to reveal the ironic ralationwhips among the ascents of 

Undine Spragg. 

41For Mrs . Wharton ' s own account of the effect or the uar on her 
writing, see! Backward Glance (New York, 1934), pp . JJ8-358. 

42pattee, .'!'.!l! ~ Amrican Literature, 1§.Q2-lli.Q, p. 252, places the 
novel among Wharton's three best. Grant Overton, writing in~ Women 
!!h,2 ~ Our Novels (New York, 1931) , p. 329, considers~ Custom of~ 
Count;::y to be one of Wharton's major novels. 

43wnson, "Justice to FJ:lith Wharton," p. 211. 
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The central dramatic irony in the novel grows out of the contra.st 

between what the reader knows Undine to be and what she thinks herself 

to be. For example, the reader knows that Undine--no matter what her 

conquests may be-can never be content. As a child, she bad been con

scious of her superiority by virtue of dwelling in a hotel cal.led the 

Mealey House until she learned that some of the girls' parents took them 

for the SUlllIDers to California, or to the Great .Lakes, or to the East. 

Then she had sucked lemons, had drunk bitter coffee, and had chewed 

slate in order to look sallow and trap her parents into taking her to 

a hotel near one of the Great Lakes . There she had basked for a time in 

her feelings of superiority, only to have a southern lady reveal to her 

that a more romantic society existed in the New England resorts along the 

Atlantic seaboard. There she had dragged her doting parents the next 

summer, only to resolve that the only society which offered what she 

wanted was that of New York.44 And so th reader knows that for Undine 

there i s something always just beyond her grasp. This is what the reader 

knows Undine to be. The central dramatic irony results when Undine remains 

unconsciou-S of the pattern and feels herself--every time that she is ready 

to make an ascent--at the entry gate to Xanadu; the reader knows that she 

is not. 

Drama.tie irony occurs, for example, when Undine is about to overthrow 

Washington Square by marrying Ralph Marvell. "She "Was sure, for instance, 

that she 'WB.S on what Mrs. Heany called •the right tack' at last •••• 11 45 

It is dramatic irony, too, when, just before her marriage to Ralph and 

44Edith Wharton, TI!! Custom g! ~ Country (New York, 1913), pp. 52-
56. 

45Ibid., p. 57. 
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thereby the remnants of the old colonial, mercantile aristocracy, 

deluded in her idea that it will be gilded heaven, she pleads 'With Elmer 

Moffatt not to destroy her chances by revealing their former marriage: 

"Oh, Elmer, it's rqy first cha.nee-I can't lose itir146 This sight of her 

brings about an irony of reminiscence concerning other times that she 

was just as sure that she had happiness within her grasp. In an irozv 

of anticipation, the reader awaits the disillusionment that he-not 

Undine-knows must come. And so, after the European honeymoon (financed 

by Mr. Spragg by a deal with Moffatt to betray Rolliver, a corrupt 

politici an), 

There -were moments after Undine•s return to New York when she was 
tempted to class her marriage with the hateful early mistakes from the 
memories of which she had hoped it would free her. Since it was never 
her habit to accuse herself of such mistakes it was inevitable that she 
should gradually come to lay the blame on Ralph. She found a poignant 

. pleasure, at this stage of her career, in the question: "What does a 
young girl know of life?n47 

Again, the reader is aware of a disparity between the situation as 

it is and as Undine sees it when she tires of the :¥.arvell marriage and 

is sure that with the position she now holds she could find the pot of 

gold at the end of the rainbow. She talks to bar father . 

"I know just what I could do if I were free . I could marry th 
right man,n she murmured baldly. 

He met her with a murmur of helpless irony. "The right man? The 
right man? Haven' t you had enough of trying for him yet?"48 

Then, in Paris, whence she has fied from Marvell to try to land 

Peter Van Degen, one of the rich 11 Invaders" ot ev York Society, she 

meets a French nobleman and has another vision that is filled with 

46 Ibid. , p . 115 • 

47Ibid. , pp. 193-194. 

48Ibid., p. 243. 
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dramatic irony; the reader knows that the vision is just another door to 

delusion for her. She does not know. 

Chelles, at once immensely "taken," had not only shown his eagerness 
to share in the helter- skelter motions of Undine 1 s party, but had given 
her glimpses of another, still more brilliant existence, that life of the 
inaccessible 11 Faubour grt of which the f irst tantalizing hints had but 
lately reached her. Hitherto she had assumed that Paris existed for 
the stranger, that its native life was zoorely an obscure foundation for 
the dazzling superstructure of hotels and restaurants in which her ea 
patriots disport ed themselves. But lately she had begun to hear about 
other American women, the women who had married into the French aristoc
racy, and who led, in the high-walled hoses beyond t he Seine which she 
had once thought so dull and dingy, a. li.f'e that made her own seem e.s 
undistinguished as the soci al existence of the Mealey House.49 

And so, at t he point that she contemplates her second ascent, Undine is 

deceived again as to her true situation, thus providing dramatic irony. 

Her delusion brings about an i ronic relationship with those situations 

at the ?~aley House, at the Great Lakes, at Richmond, at SKog Harbour, 

and at New York. In an irony of antici pation the reader waits for t he 

pattern to work itself out again. After being freed in the eyes of the 

Catholic church from the first marriage by the suicide of Marvell, she 

marries Raymond de Chelles . For a time, 

She was persuaded that, under her influence, Reymond would soon convert 
his parents to more modern ideas, and meanwhile she was still in the 
flush of a completer well-being than she had ever known, and disposed, 
for the moment, to make light of any inconveniences connected with it. 
The thr months since her marriage had been mor e nearly like what she 
had dreamed or than any of her previous experiments in happiness. At 
last she had what she wanted, and for the first time the glow of triumph 
was warmed by a deeper feeling.50 

By virtue of the reader's superi or knowledge of Undine ' s real situati on, 

the reader knows even at this moment of the overflowing of the cup that 

Undine will drink the bitter dregs. And she does. She is isolated from 

49Ibid., p. 286. 

50!bid., p . 480. 
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and glamour that she thrives on. As a part of a dying aristocracy, she 

suffers the same lack of material wealth that she had suffered with Ralph 

Marvell~ Then she learns that Raymond bas other women, and the final 

blow to her pri de falls. 

And then, by coincidence, she finds Elmer Moffatt when he comes in 

answer to an advertisement she has placed offering the family t apestries 

for sale. Attracted by his casual manner and glittering millions, she 

continues to see him in Pari s after Raymond. and she go up for their an

nual spring and early summer visit. And then, still unconscious of her 

insatiability, she pauses at the point of her decision to re.-marry Elmer 

Moffatt , and thinks. 

All her 0\111 attempts to get what she wanted had come to nothing; but 
she had always attributed her lack of success to the fact that she had 
no one to second her. It vas strange that .Elmer Moffatt ••• should give 
her •• • the sense of being able to succeed where she had failed.51 

Again the reader awaits in an irony of anticipation the inevitable dis-

enchantment. After her elopment 'With him to Reno and a quick divorce and 

marriage, after she has mansions in Paris and New York, this is her 

feeling: 

Even now, however, she was not always happy. She had everything she 
wanted, but she still felt, a.t times, that there were other things 
she might want if she knew about them. And there had been.moments lately 
when she had to conf'ess to herself that bffatt did not fit into the 

, picture.52 

The novel closes with a last touch of the central dramatic iroey 

growing out of Undi ne ' s self deception. Undine has just heard that one 

of her acquaintances, Chivers, has been appointed Ambassador to Great 

51Ibid. , p. 555. 

52Ibid., p. 591. 
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Britain; her own sudden hopes of a similar appointment have been dashed 

by the news that no man vho has married a divorced woman may be eligible 

for the position. She must have one final , ironic vision: "She would 

never be an ambassador's wife; and as she advanced to welcome her first 

guests she said to herself that it was the one part she was really made 

for . 1153 

A foil for this central drama.tic irony is dramatic irony on the 

part of both Ralph Marvell and Raymond de Chelles. 

Ralph's actions stand in ironic contrast to the real situation for 

two reasons: he mistakenly believes that he can call forth the higher 

nature in Undine--a nature the reader knows does not exist; in the second 

place, he remains ignorant almost to the end of his life about Undine's 

earlier marriage to Moffatt--and this ignorance provides strong ironic 

contrast at times. To begin 'With, then, it is dramatic irony as Ralph 

envisions the effect of his loving and marrying Undine: 

He seemed to see her-as he sat there, pressing his fists into his tem.. 
ples-he seemed to see her like a lovely rock-hound Andromeda, with the 
devouri ng monster Society careering up to make a mouthful of her; 8lld 
hi mself whirling down on his winged horse~ just Pegasus turned Rosinante 
for the nonce-to cut her bonds, snatch her up, and whirl her back into 
the blue •• • 54 · 

So Ralph marries her and takes her to Italy, where he tries to open her 

eyes to the beauty of old villas, of cathedrals, of Italian sun, sky, 

and mountain. But Undine re.mains insensitive to anything but the 

swnmer heat. Even so, Ralph is still not undeceived. "The task of 

opening new windows in her mind was inspiring enough to give him infinite 

patience; and he w-0uld not yet own to himself that her pliancy and variety 

53 Ibid., p. 594. 

54Ibid., p. 84. 
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were imitative rather than spontaneous. 1155 At St. Moritz, Undine finds 

a thrill-bent group headed by a renegade Italian count and a disreputable 

Polish countess; she abandons herself to gay parties. At this point, 

with her desires satisfied and her pouts absent temporarily, Ralph 

thinks that " ••• she showed qualities or a comradeship that seemed t he 

promise of a deeper understanding .. 11 56 Even after their return to New 

York and Ralph has been ground down by Undine ' s incessant demands for 

money~even af'ter she has all but abandoned their son in order to 

luxuriate in parties of the Van Degen set-Ralph i s still deceived. 

But his thoughts were not all dark. Undine•s moods still infected 
him, and when she was happy he felt an answering lightness. Even 'When 
her amusements were too primitive to be shared he could enjoy their 
reflection in her face. Only,·as he looked back, he was struck by the 
evanescence, the lack of substance, in their moments of sympathy, and 
by the permanent marks left by each breach between them. Yet h!! still 
fancied ~ ~ day the balance might ~ reversed, !!!!a ~ fill ~ 
acquired~ finer sense gf values~ depths!!!~ would .!'.1ru! ~ ~.57 

And then, while Undine is in Paris trying to entrap Peter Van Degen and 

also getting a peep at the vorld of Raymond de Chelles, Ralph is at home, 

still dreaming of the day when he will avaken Undine•s higher nature. 

Looking back at their four years of marriage he began to ask himself 
if he had done all he could to drav her half- formed spirit from its 
sleep. Had he not expected too much at first, and grown too indifferent 
in the sequel? Af"ter all , she vas still in the toy age; and perhaps 
the very extravagance of his love had retarded her growth, helped to 

.prison her in a little circle of frivolous illusions. But the last 
onths had made a man of him, and when she came back he would know how 

to lift her to the height of his experience.58 

Then, too, Ralph' s actions in ignorance of the first Undine-Moffatt 

match give rise to dramatic irony. For example, Undine has just returned 

55Ib1d. , pp.. 147- 148. 

56Ibid. , p. 158. 

57Ibid., p. 182 . 

58Ibid., p. 309·. 
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from her meeti ng with Moffatt to beg him to keep the secret of their 

marriage; she is shocked to see Marvell waiting for her. I.a speaks. 

»Yes; you told me not to come--and here I am." He lifted her hand 
to his lips as his eyes tried to find hers through the veil. 

She drew back with a nervous gesture. "I told you I I d be awfully 
late . " 

"! know-trying ,2!!! ~ you're horribly tired, ~ wishing with 
.!!l lour might ! wasn't ~.11 

"!!.!!: not !Q. sure .I!!! not!" she rejoined, trying to hide her vexa
tion with a smile:;g-

And then still unaware of the relationship between his wife and Moffatt, 

Ralph meets him years later, likes him, and makes the business deal with 

him which enables Undine to escape to Paris, never to return to him. 

Thia dramatic irony continues even after Undine has divorced Ralph. He 

goes to Moffatt, h0ping to get business advice that will enable him to 

ransom his son from Undine, who hopes to use the money to buy a Catholic 

annulment of their marriage and then marry de Chelles; Moffat makes a 

remark about Undine that to Ralph seems out of taste. "Look here, 

Moffatt," he said, getting to his feet, ''the fact that I've been divorced 

from Mrs. Marvell doesn 't authorize anyone to take that tone in speaking 

or her. "60 

Raymond de Chelles, unaware of the series of messes and entangle

ments fro which Undine bas come to him, says to her while talking about 

uhat he thinks are the American taboos regarding the marriage of his wild 

young brother to an American: "Your compatriots • views on such matters 

are so rigid-and it ' s all to their credit-that the marriage would have 

fallen through at once if the least hint of Hubert's mess had got out •••• n61 

59Ibid., p. 116. Italics mine. 

60Ibid. , p. 465. 

61Ibid. , p. 499. 



The result of such drama.tic irony on the part of the husbands is 

that Undine'a frantic marital peregrinations are thrown into high 
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reli f, thus maki ng the basic pattern of the novel--Undine's series of 

ascents--more apparent. The irony arising out of Undine 1 s self-deception 

provides an ironical relationship among the events in vhieh she seeks 

fulfi llment of her dreams. Insofar as the dramatic irony serves such a 

function, it contributes to the form of the novel. 

Arter spending her energies in World War I primarily in refugee 

relief work and in writing to further this work, Edith Wharton produced, 

in 1920, !!!!, Age .2f. Innocence, her last major novel . 62 

This is the story of Newland Archer, a young man born into the old 

colonial bourgeois aristocracy; he is a very conventional young man. 

For ex~le, it is his habit to arrive late at the opera because 

••• it was not the thi ng" to arrive early at the opera; and what was 
or w.s not "the thing0 played a part as important in Newland Archer•s 
New Yor k as the inscrutable totem terrors that had ruled the destinies 
of his fore- fathers thousands of years ago.63 

Hi s life is moulded on conventions, even such trivial ones as using 

aonogrammed silv r hair brushes and wearing a cam tion uhenever in 

_62Two critics, Hoffman and Wilson (er. the first footnote of this 
chapter) set the publication of Ih! ~ .2! Innocence as the end of her 
major work. Hoffman says further, in ~ Modern Novel ,!!! America, 1900-
122..Q, p . 18, "Subsequently, she published a great number of novels, but 
they seem an almost annual testimol\1 to the decline of her powers •••• " 
Cf. also Arthur H. Quinn, American Fiction: An Historicsl and Critical 
Survey (Nev York, 1936), p. 566: 0"It"wasin The ~ ,2! Inn;nce (1920) 
that i1rs. Wharton rose serenely to the unquestionable priority among the 
novelists writing in English during the twentieth eentury11 ; Percy H. 
Boynton.,~ Contemporary Americans (Chieag-0, 1924), p. 96: 0 After 
writing of this world ffiew York societ;v for twenty years, Mrs. Wharton 
has done best of all with it in ... The Age of Innocence"; Overton., p . 331: 
This is Mrs. Wharton's most important novel. It is also her best." The 
bfill2, on p. 1210., calls it Wharton•s greatest novel. 

63The Age of Innocence {Nev York, 1920), p. 2. 
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soc!ety.64 On a larger scale, "Fey things seemed to Newland Archer more 

awtul than e.n offense against 'Taste,' that tar-off divinity of vhom 

'form' was the mere visible representative and vicegerent.n65 He is 

shocked by an invitation to tea by another woman than his betrothed; 

he feels that the other woman ought to know that engaged men do not call 

on married women.66 When the Mingott clan rallies bravely behind their 

scandalized cousin, Ellen menska, to the extent that they produce her 

publicly, Archer feels that they lack taste and go too far in their 

support of the young womsn..67 And when Ellen Olenska violates taste by 

making a flippant remark about New York, he <Ustinctly dislikes the 

reflection on his vorld.68 Another instanc of his conventionality is 

his attitude toward divorce : '*Theoretically, the idea of divorce was 

almost as distasteful to him as to his mother •••• n69 He adopts his 

class's conventional attitude that work is unsuitable to a gentleman, 

that only a profession--not practi ced too arduously--is the proper pur

suit for a gentleman; and he is sure that politics is no field for a 

gentleman. In short, Newland Archer is conventional almost to the point 

of being a prude. 

Dramatic irony results, then, when the reader sees Newland Archer 

airing unconventional ideas, unaware of the ironic contrast between 

64 Ibid., p. 3. 

65I bid., p . 12. 

66 Ibid., p. 29. 

67Ibid., p. 35. 

68Ibid., p. 72 . 

69Ibi d., p. 91. 
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his vords and his real self. For example, the reade? sees this conserva-

tive, prudish young man holding forth on the subject of Ellen 01.enska•s 

ma.king herself conspicuous in New York: 

"Why shouldn't she be conspicuous if she chooses? Why sh uld she slink 
about as if' it were she who had disgraced herself? She's •poor Ellen• 
certainly, because she had the bad luck to I:Jake a wretched marriage; 
but I don't see that that's a reason for hiding her head as if she were 
the eulprit. 11 70 

The reader is aware too of an ironic contrast betveen the liberal vords 

of the speaker and the prudish speak.er himself, as Archer advances an 

even mor unconventional idea· "'Wo nought to be free--as free as w 

are,• he declared •••• " 71 And he continues in the same vein, when.-still 

talking about the case of Ellen Olenska, he says, "'I feel that each 

case must be judged individually, on-its ow merits ••• irrespective of 

stupid conventionalities ••• ,n72 It is si gnificant that Newland Archer 
V 

is deceived about his ow freedom from conventional restraints when he 

talks about Ellen 01.enska: such self- deception provides the story of 

the novel. 

The pattern of the novel consists of Archer's attempts to break awa:y 

fro the code that controls him. He f a.lls in love with a woman vho has 

been scandalized by running avay from her blackguard husband with his 

sec. etary. Three time"' Newland Archer draws near to Ellen Olenska in 

his attempts to defy the code: once, just befor he is supposed to be 

married to another woman; again, after his :marriage vhen Kl.len is leaving 

for Europe, never to return; and finally, thirty years later, when as a 

70ibid., pp. 37-.38. 

71Ibid., p. .39. 

72Ibid., p . 149. 
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widower he is free to go to her. At the point of each approach, 

Newland Areher--unconscious of the control of the gods of convention-

is .sure that he is " • •• scornful of arbitrary restraints. 11 73 Dramatic 

irony results from the contrast betveen what the reader knovs Newland 

Archer to be and what he considers himself to be. 

Specifically, the reader, knowing how much .Archer is the slave of 

convention, is aware of he d tic irony in the words of Archer when 

he tries to defy the code the first t· e. He and .Ellen Olenska. have 

just con.fessed their love for one another. 

"Ellen! What madness! Why are you crying? Nothing ' s done that 
can't be undone . I'm still free., . and you' re going to be. 11 He had her 
in his arI:JS, her face like a wet fiowar at his lips, and all their vain 
terrors shrivelling up like 'ghosts at sunrise.74 

By an irony of reminiscence, preceding events that show Archer to be so 

ruled by the taboos of his society are brought into ironical relation

ship; in an irony of anticipation, the reader waits f or Archer to do 

the conventional thing-marry his fiance, May Welland . True to expecta,.. 

tions, May sends him a telegram the very evening of hi s avowal to Ellen, 

in which May agrees-as he had asked--to an early wedding date; one week 

after Easter, Newland Archer and May Welland are married . 

I;y the second time that Archer tries to break away and t alce Ellen, 

the reader knovs-though Archer does not--that he is too much the product 

of his so~iety ever to defy convention; Archer, however, does not know 

his true situation. He speaks of his intended fiight to Ellen., who is 

unaware of the real meaning o:f his words; the words mock him, too: the 

reader knows that he cannot break away . He is saying goodbye to Ellen 

73Ibid., p. 140. 

74Ibid. , p. 170. 
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before she sails. "'Good-bye-but I shall see you soon in Paris,' he 

ansvered aloud-it seemed to him that e shouted it. 1175 To whieh Ellen 

replies, n I Oh, •• • if you and May could camt,-... • 1176 He speaks in double-

edged language to May about his intended escape~ In an act symbolic of 

this desire, he has just raised a window in the dead or winter. May 

speaks first: 

"Newland! Are you ill ?1 

He shook his head and turned tollard his arm-chair. She bent over 
her work-frame, and as he passed he laid his hand on her hair. 11 Poor 
May l II he said. 

"Poor? Why poor? 11 she echoed with a strained laugh. 
uBecause I shall never be able to open a vindow without worrying 

you,n he rejoined, laughing also. 
For a moment she was silent; then she said ver-y low, her head bowed 

her work: "I shall never worry if you' re happy. 11 

11Ah, 'I§' dear; and I shall never be happy unless I can open the 
windovsi"77 

This dramatic irony illumines the ironical relationship between the second 

attempt and the f irst. In an irony of anticipation, the reader waits for 

lewland Archer to do the conventional thing-stay with his wife . As was 

the case with the last minute telegram in the first instance, May confronts 

him with another appeal to his adherenc,e to conventions: she reveals her 

pregnancy. Archer stays. 

In the epilogue to the novel, Archer has one opportunity to se 

Ellen 01.enska again. A quarter of a century has passed; May is dead and 

Archer i s free to go to Ellen, who has lived in Paris all these years. 

Dramatic irony results as Archer,. in Paris on business with his son, is 

picturing himself erroneously as being able to go to Ellen at last. 

75Ibid., p. 244. 

76Ibid • 

.,,Ibid., p .. 299. 
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A f w streets avey, a fev hours away, Ellen <n.enska waited .. She 
had never gone back to her husband, and when he had died, some ars be
for , she had made no change in her way of living. There wa.s nothing now 
to keep her and Archer apart-and that afternoon he was to see her. 

He got up and valked across the Pl ce de la Concorde and the Tuil
eries gardens to the Louvre .. She had once told him that she o en went 
there, and he had a fancy to spend the interven:ing time in a place where 
he could think of her as perhaps having lately been. For an hour or more 
he wandered from gallery to gallery through the dazzle of afternoon light, 
and one by one the pictures burst on him in their half-forgotten splen
dour, filling his soul with the long echoes of beauty. After all , his 
life had been too starved •••• 

Suddenly, before an effulgent Titian, he found himself saying: "But 
I'm only fifty-sev n--11 and then he turned away. For such summer dreams 
it was too late; but surely not for a quiet harvest of friendship, of 
comradeship, in the blessed bush of her nearness.78 

There is dramatic irony in these autumn hopes1 for the reader know that 

Newland Archer is unable to break through convention and habit. In an 

i rony of anticipation, he waits for Archer himself to make the discovery. 

I t comes as he and his son reach the doorway to the apartment house vhere 

:Viadame Olenska lives. 

The father glanced away at an empty bench under the trees. 
" I believe I' 11 sit there a moment, 11 he said. 
"Why-aren•t you well?" his son exclaimed. 
1•oh, perfectly. But I should like you please, to go up without me. " 
Dallas pa.used before him visibly bewildered. "But, I say, Dad: do 

you mean you won't come up at all?u 
"I don't know,n said Archer slowly. 
" If you don't she won't understand." 
"Go, my boy; perhaps I shall follow you. 11 

Dallas gave him a long look through the twilight. 
"But what on earth shall I say?" 
"M.1 dear .fellow, don't you always lmow what to say?" his father 

rejoined with a smile. 
"Very well. I shall say y-ou 1re old-fashioned, and prefer walking up 

the five flights because you don't like lifts. tt 
His father smiled again. 11Sa:y l!.!!! ,fil-fashioned: that's enough. tt79 

Thus, the pattern of the novel is that of a series of attempts on 

the part of" Newland Archer to break · away from the code~ The spectacle of 

his acting in ignorance or the force of the tribal code upon him gives 

78Ibid., pp. 360-.361 . 

79Ibid. , pp • .363-364. Italics mine. 
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rise to drama.tic irony as surely as does the spectacle of a man acting in 

ignorance of what the gods have decreed for him. For there are gods con-

trolling the destiny of these characters, the gods of convention and 

code. 

Drema tic irony in the novel arises also out of Archer• s ignorance, 

until the very end, that May and the family know about his affair with 

Ellen. Just after his wedding, Archer is unaware of t he double aning 

in May's words after he says. 

" ••• But you g!g keep me waiting, you know! I had time to think of every 
horror that might possibly happen." 

She surprised him by turning, in full Fifth Avenue, and flinging her 
arms about his neck. But none ever can happen now, can it, Newland, as 
long as we two are together?~so 

And then, when the lovers met again after more than a year's separation, 

Archer is thinking about his and Ellen's behavior: 11 1Ie knew that there 

Yas no calculated coquetry in her words; she was fighting her fat as he 

had fought his, and clinging desperately to her resolve ~ they should 

not~ faith with~ people~ trusted ~.1181 And then, on the 

night that Archer has resolved to tell May of his love, he is unaware or 
the double meanings in Y's language when she asks about his expressed 

desire to speak of Madame Olenske.. "Her face remained calm. 1 I s it 

really worth while, dear? I know I've been unfair to her at times-

perhaps we all have. You've understood her, no doubt , better than we did: 

you've always~~ to lli!!:•'"82 Further, Archer is unaware of the 

double Ileanings attached to May' s words after she has told him that 

Ellen i s leaving for Europe. ifay i s telling about the conversation 

80ibid. , p. 187 . 

81Ibid., p. Jc:r,. Italics mine. 

82 Ibid., p. 327. Italics mine. 
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that she and Ellen had after which Ellen decided to leave. 

"I told her I was afraid l dn't been fair to he --hadn' t always 
understood how hard it must have been for her here, alone among so ny 
people who were relations and yet strangers; who felt the right to criti
cise, and yet didn't always knOY the circumstances. 11 She paused. ".I 
~you'd~~~ friend !h2 could always count ,2!1; and l wanted 
~to~ that you and I were~ ~in~ .QY!: feelings. 

She hesitated, as if waiting or him to speak, and then added slowly: 
"She understood mt wishing to tell her this . I think she understands 
everything.»83 - - - - - -

Because of such dramatic irony occurring at the crucial moments of 

the novel, the impression is re-enforced in the reader that Archer is 

trapped, at a time when Newland himself does not realize it. The reader 

knows, as Archer does not, that May will do everything to keep her hus

band. As he expects to do, the reader finds out that i1a.y has kept 

Newland~ as she did in the first instance by sending the telegr by 

revealing her pregnancy to Ellen. So all through the novel, 11ewland 

Archer fancies that he is carrying out his destiny with Ellen Olenska 

without opposition either from conventions or from other s ; actually, he 

is predestined by his nature to fail; and the quiet eyes of his wi.f'e and 

the wiles of his wife and family are there to help assure his failure. 

Because of such dra:.1..atic irony, the events that picture Archer's truggl.e 

are endowed w1 th an ironic interrelationship, one with another. Thus 

fused by an ironic thread, they become a total, a unity, a whole. 

In summary, Fdith Wharton provides the basis for dramatic irony in 

her novels by givi ng the reader the requisite superior knowledge by eans 

of a literary frame--as in the case of~~; or by dramatizing 

the necessary inf'ormat.ion--as in the case of~~ and the Darrow-Viner 

intimacy; or by characterization that contrasts ironically with vhat tho 

83 Ibid., p . 329. Italics mine. 
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the ghost of Lyng; a glow of irony arises over all the events of the 

story and makes of them a t-otal , a unity. On the other hand, in an val 

like !h! Custom .9! the Country, the dramatic irony central. to the book 

lies in Undine •s constantly being ignorant. of her illusions, as the 

reader is not. This irony is used at the poi nt of her marriage to 

Ralph Marvell; it is used at the point of her marriage to Raymond de 

Chelles; it is used at the point of her marriage to Moffatt; by repet.1-

ti,on, it becomes a pattern. At the same time, however, each use of the 

dramatic irony arouses ironies of reminiscence and anticipation, thus 

producing a unity i n the same sense that the short stories possess the 
I 

ironic unity .. In~~, though the repetition of the central dramatic 

irony does not thus form a pattern in itself, the irony resulting from 

Anna and OW'en•s ignorance of Darrow's seduction of Sophy is used over 

and over; each tilll3, ironies of reminiscence and anticipation occur and 

draw together the elements of the narrative. 

In the third place, the short stories usually do not contain any 

dramatic irony other than the central or basic one. In the novels, Mrs . 

Wharton uses the ignorance of a Lawrence Selden, a Bert.ha Dorset, a Mrs. 

Hale, a Ralph Marvell, or an Owen Leath to provide emphasis to an .impor

tant juncture in the novel or to provide a kind of interlocking irony 

with the basic or central dramatic irony which resides in the main 

character. The effect or such intensification of the irony in a l ong 

piece of fiction is that the narrative becomes more unified, more a 

totality. 



CHAPTER IV 

FINAL CONSIDERATIONS 

Edith Wharton' s most extensive and important use of dramatic irony 

as form appears in the short stories and novels anaJ.yzed 1n Chapters II 

and III of this thesis. However, £or the sake of completeness, fourteen 

of her minor novels and novelettes have also been examined. or these, 

six contain drama.tic irony used to contribute to form: I!!! Glimpses 

!JI lh! ~, ! §.2!! ll !!!!, fr...2m?., Old ~ !!?!:!f, I!!! Mother' s Recompense, 

Twilight Sleep, and~ Children. 

In ~ Glimpses gt ~ 1.foonl Nick and Susy Lansing marry vi th the 

agreement to separate vhen either has the opportunity to make a rich 

marriage; they then have what they think is a temporary separation be

cause of Nick's scruples about taking money .from the rich for aiding the 

in their "Wickedness. The separation once achieved., drama.tie irony arises 

when both Nick and Susy, Judging from appearances only, believe~ other 

to be making the rich marriage provided for in their agreement. th 

reader watches each acting in ignorance of the other•·s true situation, 

ironies of reminiscence arise concerning the or iginal agreement and the 

true feelings of the two partners; ironies of anticipation develop as 

the reader sens~s bow each partner is to misinterpret in the future the 

actions of the other partner; in an iron;r of anticipati on the reader waits 

for the meeting between the tvo, which--though each thinks the other 

l(New York, 1922). 

78 
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desires it for legal purposes regarding their divorce~is to prove to be 

the reconciliation. 

In! §.Q!'! at th!! Front, dramatic irol\Y results when John Campton, an 

Americ expatriate in France during orld War I, mistakenly believes 

his son to be safe in a behind-the-lines desk job; actually, the boy is 

at the front. Can;,ton•s ignorance of the truth endows with irony his 

sense of security; in an irOl\Y of anticipation the reader waits for the 

wounding or killing of the son; the boy is killed. 

Again, Mrs. Wharton used dramatic irony to contribute to the form 

in Fals ~, one of the .four novelettes vhieh together comprise Q!g 

...!!:! !2!:!£.3 In False~, the dramatic irOtzy" co s £rom the ignorance 

that the character s have of the destin3d fame and influence of Ruskin 

and the Pre-Raphaelites. Th family of Lewis Raycie condemns him for 

wasting his father's money to buy an art collection under the guidance 

of Ruskin, himself. This· spectacle causes en irony of reminiscence 

concerning such elements in the story as the hopes or the father to 

start a distinguished collection of paintings; young Raycie 1 a hopeiul 

start. of his trip; and his rapture at discovering what for him is new 

ki nd of beauty; in an irony of anticipation, the reader awaits the 

recognition sure to come for the collection--which does co e, but only 

after Levis Raycie has died and the collection has been nearly forgotten. 

The central dramatic irony in The Mother's Recompense4 arises out 

of Ann Clephane's ignorance of the fact t hat t he man she is to marry bas 

2(New York, 1923). 

3(New York, 1924) 4 vols. 

4(New York, 1925). 
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once been the lover or her own mother. This sheds an ironic light over 

all the major events of the novel : Ann 1 s making a home for her l ong

exiled mother and rival; her attempts to make her mother and Chris Fenno 

better acquainted; her forcing her mother to acquiesce int marriage; 

her planning to buy the next-door house so that the three can live 

virtually under the same roof; and the flight of the mother from New 

York, the daughter still ignorant of the true situation. 

In Twilight Sleep,5 so-named because the main character ignores 

unpleasantness and thus keeps herself in a placid state similar to that 

of the semi-conscious person in twilight sleep, the central dramatic 

irony arises out of Pauline Manford's ignorance of an af"fair between her 

second husband and her daughter-in-law, Lita. In an irony of reminis

cence, the reader recalls Pauline ' s scandalized attitude toward other 

families ' troubles nd her social activities at which she prides herself 

on the stability of her own family in such chaotic times as the roaring 

twenties. In an irony of anticipation, t he reader awaits the explosion 

of the scandal, which comes when Pauline ' s first husband, possessing the 

sense of honor of Old New York, attempts to avenge the cuckolding of his 

and Paulina's son. But Pauline Manford insulates herself against the 

facts, accepts the explanation of the attempted killing as an accident, 

and remains in her comfortable state of twilight sleep. 

The central dramatic irony in Tho Children6 arises out of middle

aged Martin Boyne ' s self-deception regarding his infatuation with a girl 

of sixteen, Judith Wheater. As the reader sees such scenes as Boyne's 

5(Ne~ York, 1927). 

6(uev York, 1928). 
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denunciation of affai rs between middle-aged men and young girls, or his 

swearing to his betrothed, Mrs .• Sellars, that he has nothing but paternal 

interest in Judith, an irony of reminiscence occurs, bringing into iron

ical relationship Boyne ' s long wait to marry Mrs. Sellars and his planning 

to do so; in an irony of anticipation, the reader waits for Boyne to make 

the discovery that he ~ love Judi th and then to make a fool of himself-. 

which he does. 

Finally, of eighteen collected ~tories l,l'hich wre published after 

1920 and which were studied by the writer, s i x made use of drair.atic irony 

to contribute to form. In After Holbein, 0 7 drama.tic irony arises when 

two survivors of old New York remain unconscious of their own senility 

and re-live events of their dead past. In "The Refugees, 0 8 drani.atie 

irony occurs when an American professor, returning from France i n the 

early days of World War I, is mistaken for a refugee by some well-m;,aning 

English philanthropists . The dramati c irorzy' i n 1•Mr. Jonestt9 comes about 

wh n the reader- knowing that Mr. Jones, the Iey"sterious caretaker or an 

old English country house, is a ghost--oees the new mistress or the house 

acting in ignorance of the fact . In ' Her Son, 1110 the knowledge that the 

protagonist ' s l ong- lost son is an impostor is withheld from the mother 

and thus generates the unifying dramatic irony in the story. In ° Diag

nosi s , 011 the dramatic irony arises when the protagonist accidentally 

7Edith Wharton, Certain People (N w Yor.c, 1930), pp. 63-lOl . 

8Ibid. , pp. 141-187. 

9 Ibid., pp . 188-232 . 

1~ith Wharton, HtlllWl Nature (New York, 1933), pp. 1-104. 

11 !bi~. , pp. 214-249 . 
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reads the doctors• diagnosis of another patient' s fatal dise se and cts 

in ignorance of his own saf'ety "· In '1Tha Looking Glass, ul2 the knowledge 

is withheld from the protagonist t hat the messages to her from her dead 

lover are hoaxes, and unifying dramatic irony f ollows as a consequence. 

Detailed analysis of her vorks in the preceding pages has show 

that dramatic irony pleys an important pa.rt, quantity-wise, in the 

fiction of :Edi th Wharton. Nearly one- half of the short stories studied 

exhibit it; nearly one-half of the minor novels and novelettes studied 

make use of it; and each of the five major novels employs i t . But such 

an ari thmeti cal conclusion i s only part of the answer to the question 

of the part that dramatic irony plays in. •. ""~:: . Wharton ' s fiction. There 

remains the question of the aesthetic contribution--e.side fro that of 

unifying story elements anti thus contributing to form-of dramatic irony 

to the stories and novels. Does i ts use in fiction give rise to any 

special diffi culti es? If so, to the extent t hat t he difficulties are 

unsuccessfully met, the use of ~amatie irony in fiction may be a liabili ty 

aestheti cally; on the other hand, to the extent that the difficulties are 

overco by the arti st, t he use of dra.mtic irony may be an asset aesthet

ically i n another sense than contributing to form. 

The chief di fficulty 1n utilizing dramati c irony 1n modern fiction 

i s the problem of giving the reader a superior lalovledge of the situation 

as compared with the knowledge on the pert of the people in the story. 

The classic Greek tragedians, who ma.de such striking use of dranatie 

irony, did not face such difficulty. The stories they dr tized were 

well known to the audience before a performance was prese,1t d even for 

J2Edith Wharton, !!!2 World ~ (Net1 York, 19.36 , pp. 243-'m. 
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coincidence to provide the complication of a story is permissible; on 

the other hand, a concatenation of coincidences in order to start a 

story seems contrived. Moreover, if coincidence is used to resolve the 

plot, the story does not maintain logical sequence of events.16 Never

theless, in her efforts to produce a situation of dramatic irony, Edith 

Wharton sometimes strains the likelihood of coincidence or weakens what 

should be the logical sequence of events . Her doing so may ccount for 

some critics' objections to her work as being too "clever .. " Edith 

Wharton's straining of plausibility to achieve ironic e..ffects may also 

trouble the reader: 11 &:iith Wharton had a. .fatal weakness for the anee-

dote , for the situation capable of taking a surprising turn or of lending 

itself to an ironic or merely amusing treatment. 1117 

A discussion of the straining of plausibility to provide dramatic 

irony in some of Mrs . Wharton's fiction should illustrate such weakness 

in her use of the irony. In "Th .Befugees, 0 for example, the necessary 

information that Charles Durand is an erican professor fleeing France 

in World War I comes naturally enough; but in utilizing the situation to 

provide dramatic irony, Edi th Wharton has to ring in the folloving for

midable array of coincidences: in order for Durand to be mistaken for 

a refugee, he happens to be traveling wit a group of England- bound 

French refugees; he haEpens to have an old foot injury aggravated so that 

he appears to be the victim of German atrocities; he happens to have a 

French name; the calling card which he presents happens to be on that he 

has had printed in French and happens to exclude mention of his American 

l6Brooks and Warren, Understanding Fiction, p .. 602. 

17Nevius, Mith Wharton: ! Study s. lier Fiction, p . 28. 
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degrees and to include mention only of his honorary degree from a French 

university, which happens to have been one overrun by the Germans; Durand 

also happens to be a professor of romance languages--so that his French 

is fluent and authentic-sounding; then, in order to make plausible his 

participation in the case ot mistaken identity, he happens to meet at the 

receiving depot in London the only Engli sh noblewoman that he can mis

take for another refugee: she is small , old, helpless-looking, and 

shabbily dressed; moreover, she speaks French, ,and just happens to have 

returned a short while be.fore from a visit to France. Thus the setting 

up of the dramatic irony in the story by not one coincidence but rather 

by more than half a dozen seems strained. Moreover, in the denouement 

of the piece, logical sequence of events i s violated in order to maintain 

the dramatic irony: a coincidence is again necessary for the professor~ 

years later--to meet his benefactress in a swarming refugee depot in 

France so that her continued ignorance of his real identity can provide 

a parting shot of dramatic irony. 

The overdependence upon coincidence to provide dramatic irony also 

weakens such a story e.s nThe Pelican," in which it i s necessary to have 

a coincidental meeting distant in both place·and time .from the first 

meetings (which give the reader the information necessary for the dra.matie 

irony and which also require the use of coincidences); "The Pelican" 

also requires the coincidental arrival of t he long-educated, long

suffering son to provi de the reader ' s anticipated exposure of Mrs. Juqyot. 

Again, a horde of coincidences is necessary in "The Legendfl in order to 

place the returning philospher, John Pellerin, in the home o:f his most 

famous and most fatuous interpreter, Howland Wade--all in order that Wade's 

ignorance of Pellerin ' s true identity can give rise to dramatic i rony. 



Finally, in a novel of such reputation as ,Ih! ~, the succession of 

coincidences used to provide the basis for the central dra.n:atic irony 
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in the book is truly staggering: Darrou happens to meet not just any 

girl, but a girl he has known slightly; he meets her at the very moment 

that he is most disillusioned a.bout Mrs. Leath; even so, the meeting 

would have no sequel, except that the girl has just happened to lose 

her trunk and is without both money and clothes. Even so, the intimacy 

could not have developed had not the girl's friends and protectors, the 

Farlows, have coincidentally le~ their habitual residence in Paris, thus 

leaving Sophy with no one to turn to in Paris; then, of course, there is 

the er ing coincidence in Sopey's becoming a governess and fiancee in 

the very sane f amlly into which Da.rrou is about to marry. All of these 

coincidences are used to set up the dramatic irony. The result is that 

the reader y feel that somewhat too much credibility has been sacri

ficed to the creation of drro • tic irony in the novel. 

Once such a thing happens, it beco es inereasingly difficult for 

Coleridge's "willing suspension of disbelief'' to occur; and the reader's 

belief in the plausibility of the story is all-i11l.portant to the success 

of fiction. 

Fortunately for Edith Wharton, however, such straininn to produce 

dramatic irony i s the exception rather than the .rule. the greater 

part of her fiction, she managed to provide the basis for dramatic irony 

in skillful ways. In "The Bolted Door," for example., Mrs. Wharton does 

not bave to rely on coincidence at all; n man has simply committed such 

a perfectly-executed crime that he can convince no one that he is guilty. 

Misunderstanding an author•s intent by the masses is so common that the 

dramatic irony resulting from a misreading 0£ Linyard's parody arises 



naturally and deliciously in 11The Descent of ?-1an_" In "The Reckoning" 

dra tic irony is provided for skill.fully by the use 0£ a literary 
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frame to give the reader a kno a.edge of the future denied the protagonist 

in the flashback. Again, it the use of a lite1•a.ry frame in Ethan 

Frome which lets the reader know that Ethan' s attempts to vin .f'reedom 

are doomd before Eth.an himself knows. 'l'he resulting dramatic irony 

makes poignant Ethan' s dreams of escaping with Mattie, his blundering 

attempts to find a vay to escape from Sterkfield, his struggle within 

himself regarding his duty to Zeena, and finally-that desperate attempt 

at suicide. 

Further, in providing dramatic irony through a eharacterts self-

deception, Edith W:harton utilized a common human phenomenon: we have 

all had the consciousness of the irony inherent in the words and actions 

of people who are not aware that their behavior contrasts ironically with 

their fundamental character. Thus dramatic irony arises when Lily Bart 

thinks and acts in ignorance of her ovn inability to meet the crises in 

her social world. It arises when Undine Spragg relentlessly pursues 

wealth, honors, and position, ignorant all the while that she 'W'ill never 

find her nirvana. It arises ·Then Newland Archer proclaims his liberalism 

and plots hi s revolt, ignorant all the while that at the springs of his 

behavior he is a conformist, a sla.ve to the totems of respectability 

among his tribe. In all of these cases, the reader-by virtue of his 

superior knowledge-occupies a position somewhat like that of the gods, 

for he knows,. like the gods, the fate of the characters. 

Yilson and Helen Follett, in~ Modern Novelists, ask this ques

tion about Mrs. Wharton's fiction : 

How account, then, for the extraordinary vibrancy and tenseness of 
Mrs . Whartan•s novels, their complete .freedom from insipidit ? ••• they 
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strike us with the poig ant and acid tang of the full orch stra, an in
strument which owes part of its effectiveness to the fact that it can 
never be ideally in tune.18 

The question is a crucial one, for in spite of the fact that Mrs. 

Wharton' s stories are genteel in treatment, leisurely in movement, ~~d 

generally quiet in setting and action (much of the conflict, for in

stance, consists of verbal fencing) , the best of them are so poignant 

and tangy that the reader must savor them slowly in order to appreciate 

them. In the opinion of this 'Writer, the vibrancy and tenseness noted 

by the Folletts i s the direct result of the stimulation produced in 

the reader by drama.tic irony; the orchestral effect marked by the im

possibility" of being ideally 1ntwe is the result of the clash or dis

parity betveen things as they seem to be and things as they really are. 

It can be seen, then, that the use of dramatic irony is highly sig

nificant in Mrs. Wharton ' s fiction. Its significance lies in something 

more than the fact that its incidence is high in Mrs. Wharton ' s writing. 

Dramatic irony contributes to the form in that it contributes to the unity 

of the narratives . Moreover, when its use does not involve over-relianc 

on coincidence, it adds poignancy to the ironic vhole. As 1s the case 

with Sterne's delightful. indirection, or Jane Austen's cameo-exquisite 

treatment, or Scott• s massive monumental approach, or Cooper's mastery of 

the chase, or Hardy's adaptation of Greek drama forms, Mrs . Wharton1 s use 

of dramatic irony becomes the hallmark of her fiction. 

18-wuson and Helen Follett, ~ Modern ?1ovel1sts {Nev York, 1918}, 
p. 295. 
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